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Former Carter chief of staff speaks 
Jordan sees international crisis 
Hamilton Jordan BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor 
by Scott Sleek 
reporter 
Hamilton Jordan foresees a world 
with scarce resources, overpopula- 
tion and decreased prosperity. 
Unless the American public comes 
to grips with such social and eco- 
nomic problems, those predictions 
will become a reality, the former 
White House chief of staff told a 
crowd of about 600 persons in the 
University Union Monday. 
In his lecture, entitled "Until the 
Year 2000, What America Faces," 
Jordan said the United States needs to 
develop a new breed of citizens "who 
have the ability and courage to tackle 
these problems. 
"We Americans have failed to un- 
derstand or grasp the enormous 
change that has taken place in the 
world," he said. "If we fail to do this, 
the country we live in will be a much 
different place and the world in which 
we live a much more dangerous place 
to live." 
Jordan, who served as former Pres- 
ident Jimmy Carter's chief of staff 
and campaign chairman, said expert 
studies predict the world population 
to increase from 4 billion to 6.9 billion 
by the year 2,000. 
STUDIES ALSO show that fossil 
fuels, particularly oil, will become 
more scarce and more expensive to 
produce and to buy, he added. He said 
when the present world oil glut dissi- 
pates, the world will face a major 
energy crisis. 
But Jordan said the major world 
change over the last 30 years has been 
the spread of nuclear power. 
"No change is more important than 
the fact that there are a dozen, two 
dozen, maybe three dozen nations 
with nuclear weapons and the ability 
to use them," he said. 
Over the last 30 years, the U.S. and 
the Soviet Union "have been responsi- 
ble for arming the world," he said. 
He said more nations are alligning 
themselves with one of the major 
rrers. The U.S. is in a poor position 
urge nations such as India and 
Pakistan to avoid deploying such 
weapons when it is spreading that 
power to other countries, he said. 
JORDAN SAID he believes a mu- 
tual fear of nuclear attack will deter 
the U.S. and the Soviet'Union from 
initiating a nuclear attack. He added 
that he disagrees with predictions 
that the U.S. is losing its influence as 
a world power. 
He said be agreed that all major 
nations had lost world influence and 
power, but that our nation was still 
strong. 
"I believe our country has not lost 
its relative power in the world," be 
said. "It seems we often exaggerate 
our nation's weaknesses and under- 
state our basic strengths." 
Jordan also discussed Reagan's 
budget plans, saying that they are the 
largest of any previous U.S. presi- 
dent. But be added the American 
economy remains strong despite the 
present recession. 
All U.S. problems can be solved 
peacefully   through   sacrifice   and 
good old American ingenuity," ' 
said. 
he 
"I THINK the change that is taking 
place in the world provides our coun- 
try with an opportunity to pursue its 
goals around the world and at the 
same time, work for the peace and 
prosperity of everyone around the 
world," he said. 
In a follow-up question and answer 
period. Jordan received applause 
when he said he supported student 
loans. He said President Reagan's 
economic plans have reduced funds 
for training and equipping U.S. citi- 
zens to face future national problems. 
He also discussed press accounts of 
his alleged cocaine use - accusations 
that were made while he served as 
President Carter's chief of staff. He 
said there is enormous public curios- 
ity about a new president and his 
administration, and that he and for- 
mer White House press secretary 
Jody Powell drew considerable atten- 
tion. 
"For some reason I became the 
favorite topic of all the gossip pages," 
he said, adding that none of the stories 
were true. 
Jordan's accomplishments in the 
White House include negogiating the 
Panama Canal treaties, persuading 
Panama to provide a home for the 
deposed Shah of Iran and negogiating 
the release of American hostages in 
Iran. He also served as President 
Carter's campaign chairman in the 
1976 and 1960 presidential elections, 
and recently authored a book entitled 
"Crisis," dealing with the Iranian 
hostage situation. 
Placement tries to shorten its lines NEWS IN BRIEF 
by Laurie Madden 
staff reporter 
In an attempt to alleviate long lines 
that come with interview sign-ups at 
placement services, procedures nave 
been altered-, James Galloway, direc- 
tor of placement services, said Mon- 
day. 
Changes include closing the Student 
Services Building until 6 a.m. for 7:30 
a.m.sign-ups and requiring student 
I.D. cards and credentials at the time 
of sign-ups'. Also, sign-ups will now 
take place on the second floor and 
forum. 
"With the number of students seek- 
ing assistance from the placement 
office increasing and the recent de- 
cline in job opportunities, the situa- 
tion has become an acute problem," 
Galloway said. The changes are a 
response to staff and student com- 
plaints of long waiting lines. 
Students have been lining up as 
early as 5 p.m. the night before sign- 
ups, Galloway said. 
"Sign-up procedures have been, 
and still are, a perpetual challenge in 
the field of college placement, he 
said. "Arranging interviews between 
qualified, interested students and em- 
ployers has created problems not only 
at BGSU but also at other colleges 
throughout the country." 
The placement staff has investi- 
Cl other university sign-up sys- 
and their inherent problems. 
MICHIGAN State University uses a 
computer system. Students are as- 
signed random numbers for sign-up 
purposes and numbers then are 
matched by computer. The first 13 
students matched are placed on the 
interview schedule. 
Galloway said this is not a feasible 
alternative for the University because 
of the lack of computer availability. 
He added there is a possibility of 
students never being selected through 
this system. 
A pre-selection process is used by 
Ball State University. Students com- 
plete credential forms which are 
mailed several weeks in advance to 
prospective employers. 
The problems with this system are 
additional clerical staff, budget re- 
strictions and the possibility that em- 
ployers would select interviewees 
solely on grade point averages, Gallo- 
way said. 
Another system is a student point- 
bidding system which is used by Ohio 
State University and Pennsylvania 
State University. Students are given 
printed tickets or stamps which carry 
a point value; they then can bid 
pouts, at their own discretion, to sign- 
up for a particular interview. Each 
student is limited to a certain number 
of points. 
This system limits the number of 
interviews, Galloway said, and added 
that keeping track of points and noti- 
fying students is time consuming. 
"The present system being used by 
the University is the most equitable, 
reasonable in cost and in logistics," 
he said. The University's system of 
first-come, first-servea is presently 
being used by many universities, he 
said. 
Comic books belong in the library 
by Vlckl Relnhart 
copy editor 
Inside the door, a paper man stands 
toasting people who enter, and Gar- 
field looks down from his place on the 
wall. Movie posters and political but- 
tons catch the eye. Toward the back, 
stacks of books and magazines line 
the walls. 
Though the exact value of the Uni- 
versity's Popular Culture Library is 
not known, Drt Bill Schurk, former 
director, estimates it to be more than 
a million dollars. 
"It'd have to be," he said, if the 
entire collection was bought at cur- 
rent value. 
Schurk said he used "the steamsho- 
vel effect" in 1968 to begin the collec- 
tion from nothing. 
"I was able to acquire things 
cheaply or free," Schurk said, and he 
would ''just scoop 'em up like mad" - 
buying first, then selecting the items 
he wanted "to create a collection of 
totality." 
Dr. Evron Collins, director of the 
popular culture library, said the same 
collection idea is still used. 
"WE HAVE one of the best collec- 
tions in the world," she said. "We 
can't collect everything. It's an im- 
possibility." 
Up to last year, the librarians had 
been "collecting material in a fairly 
random fashion," Collins said, until 
they began organizing its contents 
and rethinking its relationship to 
other parts of the library. 
"Since then, we've defined a little 
more closely what we're trying to 
do." she saia. "The problem is selec- 
tivity." 
The library is allocated $500 each 
year to buy materials, but gets 90 
percent of its materials from gifts, 
Collins said. 
"I know we've got over $5,000 in 
See LIBRARY, page 4 
SCU gives housing answers 
This time of year University students begin pulling out their hair. No, 
grades are not the problem now, housing is. 
There is no need for self-inflicted torture or mental anguish, though, 
because Housing Night, organized by the Student Consumer Union is tonight 
at 7:30 p.m. in 126 West Hall. 
The program gives students an opportunity to ask questions and make 
comments related to housing and to examine rental issues with people who 
are concerned with student rights.         
Students planning to move off campus or already living off campus are 
encouraged to attend Housing Night, Mike Noga of SCU, said. Noga, a 
sophomore journalism major, said the Housing Night program is intended 
to attract anyone signing a lease whether or not they are confused. 
Gary Paciga, assistant professor of legal studies, will discuss tenants 
rights and landlords responsibilities. And Rod Noble, city zoning inspector 
will clarify questions on local zoning. Questions ranging from what to look for in a lease, what to avoid, what 
questions to ask landlords, what rent is reasonable and where to live are a 
few of the many important factors to consider with housing needs. 
"People go to extremes to get off campus," Noga said, "but once they get 
off they have problems. We know people have made mistakes, and we want 
to help." 
Certain landlords are reducing prices and making other concessions to 
attract students to sign leases, Noga said, and added he wants people to be 
aware of these, too. 
A renting guide called "Off-Campus Life," and current listings of houses 
and apartments to rent or share will be provided by SCU, as well as a map of 
Bowling Green. 
Weather 
Cloudy today with a high in the mid-30s. Possible snow or freezing rain 
changing to snow tonight. Low in the low 30s. 
Inside 
-Falcon icers sweep Illinois-Chicago. See page 9. 
-BG cagers defeat Ohio University 72-55; take over sole possession of first 
place in MAC. See page 9. 
-Human Relations Committee hears University grievances. See page 4. 
-Students to attend Model United Nations Conference. See page I 
Reagan: 1984 budget 
to terminate 'chaos' 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President 
Reagan sent Congress his $848.5 
billion budget for fiscal 1964 Mon- 
day, declaring "we have gone far 
in restoring order to the chaos" 
ite an estimated deficit of $189 
Reagan's budget prescription 
was generally well known in ad- 
vance, and congressional leaders 
said Reagan's proposed cuts in 
social programs ana his $30 billion 
increase for defense would would 
run into trouble. 
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill 
chairman of the House Ways ana 
Means Committee, said he ex- 
pected a "bipartisan effort" to 
protect social programs and "to 
cut defense spending." 
Republicans and Democrats al- 
ready were lined up with rival 
plans to deal with unemployment 
House Speaker O'Neill said Demo- 
crats were devising a plan for $5 
billion to $7 billion in public works 
Jobs to combat the country's 10.8 
percent joblessness -the type of 
job-creating program Reagan op- 
poses. 
Instead, Reagan's budget would 
extend existing unemployment 
benefits and a to subsidize busi- 
nesses hiring the long-term unem- 
ployed. He also called for a 
reduced minimum wage of $2.50 an 
hour for summer youth jobs. 
HERE ARE major elements of 
Reagan's budget proposals: 
•Spending on hundreds of do- 
mestic programs could be frozen. 
Although they would be cut from a 
total of$116 billion this year to $115 
billion in 1984, the freeze would be 
applied unevenly. 
Low-income energy assistance 
would be cut from nearly $2 billion 
to $1.4 billion, for example, while 
spending for the National Science 
Foundation would increase from 
$1.1 billion to $1.2 billion. General 
revenue sharing to the states and 
local governments would be frozen 
at $4.6 billion. 
See BUDGET, page 5 rYlJSted   M*rk  Semlnew.  University  Grounds  worker,  put  fertilizer  on  bushes  outside  Anderson  Arena  yesterday  afternoon.  The 
•a»*,»3ia fertilizer Is not harmful, but Semlnew wears a protective mask because he works with the chemical for long periods. 
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Birth control law fails; 
will increase pregnancy 
A s of Feb. 25, minors who seek confidential birth control 
/^.prescriptions no longer will be able to get them. 
This regulation, called the "Squeal Law" by some Planned 
Parenthood personnel, is a ridiculous attempt to involve 
government in family matters. 
After Feb. 25, all federally-funded clinics which receive 
money from Title X grants will be forced either to send a 
written notice to a minor's parents informing them of the 
prescription dispersement, or to give up Title X money. 
The stated logic behind the Squeal Law is to involve 
parents more in the emotional and sexual maturation proc- 
ess of their adolescents, and to encourage minors to become 
more open and informed by discussing sex with their par- 
ents. 
However, the law will not have this effect. If a teenager 
currently is not able to discuss sex with his/her parents, then 
denying birth control will not change the situation. Rather, 
the law will force teenagers to use unreliable forms of birth 
control. The rate of teen pregnancies will rise and we will all 
pay for it through the welfare system. 
Required sex education classes will become useless be- 
cause the recommended methods of birth control are un- 
available. We will in effect be telling teenagers, "This is 
what's safe and available - but not to you." 
Currently the Planned Parenthood Federation of America 
is trying to get a court injunction to prevent the regulation 
from being enforced this month. Spokesmen in Columbus say 
they are hopeful that the legislation will be turned around, 
but that even if it isn't, they will stay dedicated to the 
confidentiality of their clients. The News support their 
position. 
Government cannot force open communications between 
parents and their children through legislation. The 'squeal 
law' shows a tragic failure to understand the proper role of 
government in society. Parents who support this law would 
be better advised to spend their time getting to know their 
children and opening communications through effective 
dialogue. Attempting to blackmail teenagers into developing 
an open trusting relationship with their parents is a self- 
defeating proposition. 
Reagan spoke in 
fluent doubletalk 
Ronald Reagan has said his admin- 
istration is not in disarray. Then, to 
prove it, he delivered an eloquent, 
incoherent, beautiful, internally in- 
COMMENTARY 
By Gary Wills 
iiimmimi 
^H■M^!■!■^!■l^^^!■l■l■!■l■l■l■l■l■l^^■l■:■^:^l-^l■"!;!:!:"^^ 
..'...w.-  /f 
eonsistent State of the Union address. 
Reagan came before us as the cele- 
brator of change and the promoter of 
bipartisanship. But he could not 
change his old campaign rhetoric of, 
precisely, partisanship. He seems 
compelled to go out of his way to 
blame the nation's economic troubles 
on Democratic predecessors. Even if 
that argument were sounder than it 
looks, he should not have used it while 
asking Democrats to rise above politi- 
cal rancor. Old habits are hard to 
break. 
In talking about the "damage that 
was a long time in the making," 
Reagan insisted on "the problems we 
inherited." More shamefully, be ac- 
cused his predecessors of neglecting 
national defense, and said that only 
his efforts had made it possible that 
"the American uniform is once more 
worn with pride." This was a low 
blow, implying that the Democrats 
made the American uniform some- 
thing to be worn only in dishonor. 
Reagan's instinct for the petty is too 
indurated for him to give it up, even 
when he tells us that we must all give 
it up. 
The theme of the speech was hope. 
The nation is "on the mend," thanks 
to Reagan. It was a variant on his 
favorite rhetorician's message that 
the only thing we nave to fear is fear 
itself. How absurd, then, to add, in 
effect: "Our plan is going to work; 
but just in case it doesn't, we will take 
it out of the hands of future legislators 
to raise or lower taxes on their own, 
with an automatic tax to go into effect 
in 1986." Ronald Reagan is very good 
at legislating for future Congresses, 
as when he called for an obligatory 
balanced budget to be observed after 
he has gone out of office. 
Campaign promises are what a 
candidate tells us he will do if he ever 
gains power. Ronald Reagan has 
neatly turned the campaign promise 
on its head. Having gained power, he 
tells us what he will make other 
people do in future administrations. 
This allows Reagan to ding to his 
Active consistency: "I don't raise 
taxes. Or, when I do, I make others 
take the blame, trying to deny them 
the freedom to say they do not raise 
taxes." Or, conversely, be tries to 
take credit for what someone else will 
do in the future: "I balance the bud- 
get. I just do it by making some 
unnamed successor of mine do it" 
Some leader. President Roosevelt 
said we did not need to fear anything 
but fear itself as a way of giving us the 
energy to do something. Reagan says 
the same thing to avoid doing what 
has to be done. 
And then he reverted to his oldest 
rhetorical ploy, the personalization of 
"gummint' as somebody different 
from and opposed to "us." We are told 
that some Americans are suffering, 
so government must suffer - it must 
••tighten its own belt," as "we" are 
doing. The spending cuts Reagan pro- 
poses are "far lesslhan many Ameri- 
can families have had to do in these 
difficult times." This ignores the fact 
that some are suffering because the 
government has cut off food for in- 
fants, care for the disabled and the 
chance for jobs. 
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Racism, sexism must be addressed 
Many of you might see the topic of 
this article and instantly turn away: 
'Racism and Sexism, Equal Rights, 
UiaTsal^j^verhea^bouMuiv- 
COMMENTARY 
By Debbie Psihountas 
more. What's the big neat, right?' The 
fact is racism and sexism do exist, 
are an integral part of society today, 
and will not easily be abolished. 
If you're a female and sincerely 
think you will have the same opportu- 
nity in your job for advancement and 
promotion as your male colleague, I 
say you're wrong. Men have a greater 
probability of reaching an executive 
position in the firm than you ever will, 
even assuming that skill and profi- 
ciency are the same. 
If you are a white student on this 
campus and believe most of the 
blacks have the same problems you 
have, and there u. 'no difference' 
between your strifes and theirs, once 
again I challenge your position. In a 
country with a ratio of eight whites to 
each black, it's quite easy for a white 
person to glide along through life 
without ever needing or even trying to 
communicate with a black; the oppo- 
site situation doesn't exist. Blacks 
have to deal with whites each and 
every day of their lives. 
Where is all this leading? As a 
student, I'm very concerned that so 
many of my fellow students have no 
notion what-so-ever of these existing 
evils. Unless one consciously makes 
an effort to read about or take a class 
dealing with these issues, it is very 
possible to attend this University for 
four years, graduate, and have the 
belief that things are the same in this 
country for everyone, regardless of 
gender, race, or ethnic background. 
The. problem is that the people who 
are actively trying to learn more 
about these topics by reading or tak- 
ing classes have already acknowl- 
edged the reality of these problems. 
For example, most students in Psy- 
chology of Gender do realize that 
there are differences in treatment 
according to one's gender. Most peo- 
ple in Human Sexuality already know 
anywhere from an average to an 
extensive amount about the subject 
Most people in Black Families in 
America are black; they've already 
lived with and acknowledged the 
problems. 
So how do we remove these self- 
imposed blindfolds and earplugs so 
Bof the students have perma- 
donned JB4 will still be wear- 
graduation? 
My suggestion, which I presented at 
the women's and Minorities' Caucus 
meeting on Jan. 19 is this: 
• Require a course at the freshman or 
sophomore level that deals with the 
topics of racism and sexism. This 
course should be offered in a smaller- 
sized class situation in an effort to 
encourage open discussion. 
My alternative suggestion, if the 
above is not feasible, is this: 
• Select a panel of five to 12 students 
interested in and willing to research 
the issues of sexism and racism. 
These students would work under the 
supervision of a faculty instructor, 
and would receive academic credit 
for their time and effort. Their task 
would be to attend one or two sessions 
of each English ID and 112 class taught 
at this University over the course of 
the semester in an attempt to raise 
consciousness at this University con- 
cerning sexism and racism. 
Although I do not feel this latter 
suggestion would reach as many per- 
sons (80 percent or 85 percent as 
compared to 99 percent for the former 
alternative), or would be any where 
near as significant - due to less depth 
- as the former alternative, I do feel it 
would 'ignite those initial sparks' that 
need to be fired before we will see any 
improvement - on this campus in 
particular, society in general - lead- 
ing to the awareness of, and subse- 
quent elimination of the multi-faceted 
evils of racism and sexism actively 
existent in society today. 
-     .i*    *!•< 
Draft law ignores constitution 
The Defense Authorization Act of 
1963 that was passed last December 
included an amendment (introduced 
b^tep^olomoMR^YOMhatre- 
COMMENTARY 
ByGregory J. Haas 
■:.mo^:tt.:c.>x.x.x.:>:.::^^ 
quires males aged 18-24 to give proof 
of their registration for the draft in 
order to receive federal financial aid. 
The Solomon Act is scheduled to go 
into effect on July 1,1983, making non- 
registrants ineligible for Pell Grants, 
Student Loans, Work/Study Pro- 
grams, and any other federal aid 
programs. 
The actual details for implementing 
the Solomon Act have not yet been 
published, but the following proce- 
dures are likely. Under current plans, 
draft-age males will be required to 
submit proof of registration along 
with their application for financial 
aid. These will be screened by the 
universities and then sent to federal 
officials. The names of the applicants 
will then be given to the Selective 
Service to verify their registration 
status. 
In an attempt to restore aid to non- 
registrants, the Minnesota Public In- 
terest Research Group (MPIRG) has 
filed suit against the Selective Service 
and the U.S. Department of Educa- 
tion. MPIRG claims that the Solomon 
Act is unconstitutional for several 
reasons: 
1) The Solomon Act violates Article 
One of the Constitution bcause it is a 
bill of attainder, meaning that indi- 
viduals are penalized without trial. 
2) The Solomon Act violates the 
Privacy Act of 1974 
3) The Solomon Act violates the 
Fifth Amendment right against self- 
HOTEL AMERICA 
incrimination. A non-registrant ap- 
plying for financial aid would have to 
admit non-compliance with the law. 
Similarly, a person that has regis- 
tered, but subsequently changed his 
address without notifying the Selec- 
tive Service (which is also a felony), 
would be incriminated by his applica- 
tion, but still be eligible for aid. 
4) The Solomon Act also violates the 
Equal Protection requirements of the 
Fifth Amendment by discriminating 
against draft-age males. Even if age 
and sex are valid standards for a 
draft, they are not valid standards for 
determining who may receive finan- 
cial aid. 
Yale and Stanford are also involved 
in trying to block the implemntatlon 
of the Solomon Act. They nave filed a 
class action suit on the behalf of all of 
the universities in the United States. 
This suit states that universities 
should not be forced to act as po- 
licemen to help locate non-regis- 
trants. 
Yale, Earlham and several Menno- 
nite Universities have announced that 
they will give non-registrant students 
the same amount of money that they 
are denied by the federal government 
out of their own funds. BGSU has not 
made any public statements concern- 
ing the Solomon Act 
Tjnplemenatation of the Solomon 
Act is an attempt by the government 
to intimidate college students into 
registering for the draft. The decision 
to resist draft registration is a moral 
one, while the ability to attend college 
is a priviledge of everyone in a free 
country. There should be no connec- 
tion between one's right to dissent and 
one's right to higher education. 
by John Ambrosovage 
RESPOND 
The BG News Opinion Page Is the 
forum for comments re- 
articles in The News or 
issues concerning the 
University and its community. 
Guest columns from members of 
the University community are 
gladly accepted. If you would like 
to write a 'commentary' column 
please contact the editorial editor. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, triple- 
spaced and signed. Please include 
Kir address and phone number 
verification. 
Letters to the Editor should not 
be longer than 200 words and guest 
r^»i«mtMi should not be longer than 
510 words. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject letters or portions of letters 
that are in bad taste, malicious or 
llbelous. All submissions are sub- ject to condensation. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor 
The BG News 
lW Uitverstty Hall 
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Blaze razes racauetball club 
Police search for cause 
An Investigation 'is underway to 
determine the cause of a fire which 
left the Bowling Green Racquetball 
Club "a total loss," Howard Rutter, 
Bowling Green fire chief, says. 
"Most of the time we can determine 
the cause (of the fire), yet the larger 
the Are, the harder it is to deter- 
mine," be said. 
Rutter said he looks for natural 
causes first. 
"Then we look for a malfunction of 
the equipment and then we look for 
human cause and error," he said. 
"Finally, we will look for intent. 
"At this point in time, we are at the 
information-gathering stage," he 
said. "We are talking to employees, 
people who were at the scene, and we 
are looking for physical remains." 
He added that this information is 
gathered, recorded and analyzed to 
help determine a cause. 
"OHIO LAW gives the fire chief the 
power to investigate all fires, and 
then he reports his findings to the 
state arson bureau in Columbus," Set. 
Claude Clouse, fire investigator for 
the police department said. 
"If they cant latch onto a cause, 
"I don't know how long the investi- 
gation will take," be said. "Some- 
times we never do find out the real 
cause." 
Phil Sinkovich, the manager of the 
club, said he will have no comment on 
the incident until the investigations by 
the club's insurance company and the 
"At this point in time, we are at the information-gathering 
stage. We are talking to employees, people who were at the 
scene, and we are looking for physical remains." 
—Howard Ratter, Bowling Green fire chief 
they will investigate," Clouse said. 
Damange to the building located at 
1111 Haskins Rd. is not yet known. 
However, Rutter said it will be next to 
impossible to rebuild from the re- 
mains since the heat from the blaze 
weakened the walls. 
city fire marshall have been com- 
pleted. 
He said plans to rebuild are in the 
hands of the board of directors. 
"The programs that were run by 
the club have been terminated as of 
right now," he added. 
BO New. Photo/Jerry Cattaneo 
The Bowling Green Racquet Club, 1111 Haskins Rd.. which was gutted by fire last week, was claimed a total 
oss by Howard Rutter, city fire chltf. The Incident Is being investigated by fire officals 
Students portray Norway at mock U.N. conference 
by Nancy Beach 
feature editor  
While some students were working 
or sleeping in during Christmas 
break, other students were learning 
about Norway. 
Norway is the country the Univer- 
sity is representing in the Model 
United Nations conference this year. 
The Model U.N. is a simulated 
conference taking place in the actual 
United Nations building in New York 
during spring break. For one week, 
t 
students will act as delegates of their 
assigned country and have talks with 
students from other universities in the 
U.S., Canada and Puerto Rico. 
Eighteen students, with the direc- 
tion of Dr. Benjamin Muego, profes- 
sor of political science, will attend the 
conference. 
"It was our assignment over 
Christmas break to learn everything 
we could about Norway - the lan- 
guage and the culture as well as 
political interests. We have to think 
just as if we were from that country," 
Bill Bullock, a Junior international 
studies major ana one of the members 
of the Model U.N. team, said. 
THE TEAM will be meeting with 
members from other universities, in- 
cluding schools such as Harvard and 
Yale. 
"(A program such as the Model 
U.N.) helps the students realize that 
they can do just as good a Job as 
students from big name colleges," 
Dr. Muego said. 
This is the third year the University 
has participated in the Model U.N. 
Last year they represented the Phil- 
ippines and won several awards for 
their efforts. 
The members of the team were 
chosen by a faculty-student screening 
committee that received applications 
and interviewed each of the mem- 
bers. They were chosen for their 
ability to write and speak well, then- 
academic standing and their interest 
in international relations. A major in 
political science was not required. 
Members receive two hours of 
credit for their work with the Model 
UJ*. 
The team is split up into sections, 
and each section is assigned to work 
within a committee at the actual 
conference. Committees negotiate on 
such points as human rights and for- 
eign trade. It is a member's duty to 
negotiate just as he would if he were 
really from his assigned country and 
try to establish policy as close to his 
country's wishes as possible. 
DURING THE week the team is in 
New York, conferences will go on 
most of the day, with breaks for lunch 
and dinner. Some conferences will go 
on until late at night. When team 
members are not in conference, they 
are encouraged to socialize with 
members from other colleges. 
"Part of the learning experience is 
meeting other people," Vassilios Lia- 
rakos, a graduate student in interna- 
tional relations, said. Liarakos has 
been to the Model U.N. before. 
Appalachiau Trail Meeting 
Tomorrow Sight 
Febuary 2 at 10:00 pm 
Ohio 
Suite, 
Un-iofv-r 
******* ********* ******" 
WEEKEND   TRIP **£* 
FEB. 5 & 6 
At Alpne and BrkjMcn Mcrtgan 
$75.00 /person 
(four In a room) 
Price includes:     Transportation Down Hill 
Breakfast & Dinner 
Uft Ticket or 
\4,.*f aim fin hv Tw0 LeMon8 CrOSS Country % Must Sign up Oy Equipment 1 
TOMORRO W       Next trip leaves Feb. 12 4.13 Coll UAO 2-2343 
■BB^^BBB^^^aHnaMtMWHaMBBl jS   ^f\ ^f\ ^fS ^fs ^f^  ^fS  ^pN ^P* ^pS  ^f%  ^^ ^p% ^f* ^f*  "^ ^pS ^pS  ^p» ^fc ^T*  *^%   ■"fH ^fV ^T*  ^^  ^K ^\ ''■'.- 
Bagels Cakes F"dge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagelsj 
JACK'S 
BAKERY 
i ■n I 
3 o 
1 Buy one Bagel with Cream ° 
s  Cheese and Get one Free 
|44» E. Wooun a. 
IkhimJ Finder'. EtH 
HounM-FS-IOSal * Suit 1.111 
Present this couoon 354 1001 
Expires 2/5/83 | 
P  Cakes Fudge Choc. Mout»«| Cheesecake BageTT1 
NOW LEASING FOR 
FALL   1983 
EAST MERRY APARTMENTS 
516 E. MERRY AYE. 
2 bdrm apts with 2 baths 
dishwasher & garbage disposal 
Furnished 9 1/2 mo. % -17.5'mo S electric 
Payable by Semester 
RIDGE STREET APARTMENTS 
519 RJPGE ST. 
1 
2 bdrm furnished 
garbage disposals 
utilities included 
9 1/2 mo. 2 man rare   j 375 mo 
3 man rale   % 435 mo 
4 man raie   $ 500 mo. 
Payable by Semester 
EIGHTH    STREET    APARTMENTS 
803 - 81S EIGHTH STREET 
2 bdrm furnished and unfurnished apt. 
Furnished 
Unfurnished 
9 1/2 mo. $ 250 plus gas & elec. $ 335 plus gas & elec. 
FRAZEE    AVENUE    APARTMENTS 
«4,67Q,656 FRAZEE AVE, 
2   Bdrm 2 Haths . 
Furnished 9 1/2 mo. M50.0UpJu.tlac. 
FIELD MANOR APARTMENTS 
560.542 FRAZEE AVE, 
2 bdrm furnished 2 baihs 
Furnished 9 1/2 mo. 
$475.00 plua elec.     (upper) 
S 450.00 plus elec. (beeement) 
t 
GREENBRIAR APARTMENTS 
215 E. POE RP 
1 bdrm Single bath 
Furnished 9 W2 m0 • 185 .0 $ 200 
Efficiency furnished $150 to $165 '  s 
Unfurnished units also available. 
MAURER-GREEN 
RENTALS Greenbriar. Inc. 
352-Q717 224 E. Wooster St 
Hrs. Mon-Fri - 8:30 a.m. -    5:00 p.m.     Saturdav     *0U a.m. - 1:00 p.m 
I 
I I 
EAT-IN 
CARRY-OUT 
IN A HURRY? 
Dexter's 
510 E. WOOSTER AVE. 
Phone: 352-4497 
Try Our Drive-Thru 
Faat, Friendly Service 
Sub Delivery .25 charge 
2 uiba minimum 
I 
DELIVERY SPECIAL 
250 off! 
EVERYSUB 
Good Sunday thru Wednesday 
No Coupon Necessary 
352-4497 Delivery starts at 4pm 352-4497 
%-l I EXPIRATION DATE 2-9-831 
IMelunas 
roviii i? p ^       1 CREAM ALE 
WHERE BEER 
WILL NEVER BE 
The Schoenlmg Brewing Co  Cincinnati OH 
AVAILABLE AT YOUR 
FAVORITE CARRY- 
OUT AND TAVERN 
4 Tfc« BO H«w«/P«bcufy 1, 1M3 
Board guards human rights 
by Jan* Kamley  -* 
staff reporter  
In the spring of 1979, mi- 
nority students brought se- 
rious grievances to then- 
University President Hol- 
lis Moore. They felt they 
were abused and that their 
cases went unheard. The 
murder of a black female 
student was not treated 
seriously enough, they 
thought 
The result was the Hu- 
man Relations Commis- 
sion, organized "to guard 
interpersonal relationships 
within the University," tfr. 
Rolando Andrade, chair- 
man of the Human Rights 
subcommittee said. 
The Union would like to 
apologize for the inconve- 
nience to iis Dining for a 
Small Planet customers who 
w e r e i n cpnven ienced 
Wednesday night. 
Dining for a Small Planet 
Good relationships exist 
at the University ,ras long 
as students, faculty and 
staff are treated as human 
beings," Andrade said. 
"The moment this person 
is treated as anything less 
than a human being, then 
the Human Relations Com- 
mission could come into 
the picture. It's up to you 
(the victim)." 
Grievances may arise 
from racial discrimina- 
tion, sexual harassment or 
any behavior that demeans 
or offends the victim, An- 
drade said. 
HOWEVER, THE 17- 
member commission is not 
a police force, according to 
Andrade. Instead, it tries 
to educate Individuals 
through preventive 
workshops and literature. 
Tom Vogtsberger, chair- 
man of the Human Rights 
Commission in Bowling 
Green, represents the city 
on the commission. 
The commission is com- 
posed of an executive com- 
mittee, program 
committee, public rela- 
tions committee and hu- 
man rights committee. 
While the executive com- 
mittee mediates between 
the other committees, the 
program committee devel- 
ops programs for solutions 
to various communication 
problems, Andrade said. 
The public relations com- 
mittee publicizes pro- 
grams, conferences and 
workshops. The human 
rights committee deals di- 
rectly with individual 
grievances. 
I I 
I 
DiBenedetto's 
 JL43_E. 
50* OFF 
Any regular 8" sub 
SUB-ME-QUICK 
Wooster 352-4663 
T 50* OFF 
Any regular 8" sub 
* \ 
exp. 2-28-83 
$1.25 OFF 
2 foot sub 
\ \ *i      I IF 
exp. 2-28-83 exp. 2-28-83     Jf    ^ 
I I I 
When 
brought 
grievances   are 
before the com- 
mittee, the situation is In- 
vestigated, both parties 
meet before committee 
members and solutions are 
discussed, Andrade said. If 
no solution is found, the 
problem is referred to the 
university president or an- 
other authority. 
"The University really 
did not have any means to 
solve those problems with- 
out going straight to the 
president," Andrade said. 
"In some ways this was a 
means to give the students, 
faculty and staff a place to 
carry their grievances and 
have them kept in as confi- 
dential a manner as possi- 
ble." 
The commission is com- 
posed of students, faculty 
and staff to represent all 
facets of the University 
community, Andrade said. 
i I 
l 
mmmmi9mr 
Urge Pizza 
with one item '5.50 ^/coupon 
additional items '1.00 
i 
open 4 ?M.     b*m im J 352-5166 
mixzzjxiiZinnziEEn* 
> 
m 
STUDENT 
CONSUMER UNION j 
. OFF-CAMPUS 
HOUSING NIGHT 
TONIGHT 
7:30 PM 
126 West Hall 
■ 11:111111 n 11111111 IlHHtllfttl 
m—* 
PANT 
IMMI 
CLEARANCE 
Entire Stock 
wool blends 
cords, chinos 
Now 
40%-50% off 
Tues. Eve. open 
till 9:00 
— 
DL Pou,J.r Puff 
STUDENT 
LEGAL 
SERVICE 
Sign the petition NOW! 
* Advice 
* Representation 
* Education 
Two full-time lawyers working for all BGSU 
Students for only 44.5e per month 
Proposed by: USG, GSS, BSU, LSU, WSA, Panhel, 
K IFC, COCO, Student Court, Pre-Law Society, SCU.   J 
Reagan tells Europe, 
agrees to ban missies 
BERLIN (AP) - In an open letter to the 
ile of Europe, President Reagan said 
leader' 
ay he was willing to meet with Soviet 
 Yuri Andropov to sign a pact "ban- 
ning VS. and Soviet intermediate-range, 
land-based nuclear missile weapons from 
the face of the earth." 
In Washington, deputy White House press 
secretary Lyndon Allin said Reagan was 
not making a new proposal but was simply 
stating a willingness to sign a pact with 
Andropov if the Soviet Union accepts the 
VS. 'Tero-option" proposal - already re- 
jected by the Kremlin. 
Vice President George Bush read Rea- 
gan's letter after delivering a speech of his 
own in Berlin on the second day of a 
European tour. 
Reagan said he is willing to meet Andro- 
pov "wherever and wnenver he wants" in 
order to sign such a pact. 
"I make this offer out of a conviction that 
such an agreement would serve the interest 
of both sides and, most importantly, that 
the people of Europe want nothing more. I 
—ft Mr. Andropov to accept it,   Reagan 
"Just as our allies can count on the 
United States to defend Europe at all costs, 
LIBRARY 
you can count on us to spare no effort to 
reach a fair and meaningful agreement 
that will reduce the Soviet nuclear threat," 
Reagan's letter said. 
Bush read the letter at the end of a speech 
in Berlin. 
If an agreement such as Reagan pro- 
poses were to be signed, it presumably 
would mean the Soviets would have to 
dismantle their arsenal of medium-range 
nuclear missiles, while NATO would forgo 
plans to deploy 572 new American butt 
missiles in Western Europe later this year. 
That is the essence of the "zero option" 
proposal already made by Reagan and 
rejected by the Soviets. 
Bush, in his own speech, said Western 
Europe must be willing to station hundreds 
of new nuclear rockets on its soil to deter 
war. 
"If we are to be credible in our arms 
negotiations, the alliance must be united in 
its determination to deploy the interme- 
diate force system if necessary," be said. 
. from Page 1 
gifts over the last year. We fill in gap 
and... buy support materials (with the 
money)," she added. Support materials 
include items such as indexes to aid re- 
searchers in finding certain items within 
collections. 
In organizing one collection, the librari- 
ans have developed a checklist for the 
comic books in the library to aid research- 
ers in finding a representative number. 
They plan to do the same with other collec- 
tions, such as westerns, science fiction and 
romances, she said. 
IN SELECTING selecting materials for 
the library, Collins said she looks for two 
things: 
First, she looks at the item's lasting 
value for future research, and second, she 
decides if there is any hope the item will be 
;iven to the library without their having to 
'it 
sometimes, Collins said, she buys a book 
and a year later someone donates the same 
book. "It's kind of a guessing game," she 
said. 
The library contains not only books, but 
popular promotional items, such as the 
PiUsbury Doughboy, Campbell's Soup ra- 
dios and a JR beer can, she said. 
"If you really want to show what's going 
on in the world-which popular culture does 
- you have to have more than books," 
Collins said. 
j SW"V^C0LLEGE NIGHTVVW 
T'U«E«S*.D'A»Y 
ADULTS '1.99 
A Chopped 3iteok .«>» MtfgtBXWWwf -«h tolled Potato, 
Worm Roll with Butter and Our All-You-Can-Eot Solod Bar, or . 
Enioy a Ribeye Steak Dinner Complete for just $2.49. 
CHILDREN .99 
Hamburger or Hot Dog with Choice of Potato 
and Pudding or Gelatin. 
P0NDEB0S& 
■WWL 4-9 RM. 1544 E. Wooster St. jWbVL 
°fi ITS OUR INFLATION 
CLIPPING SALE 
FEED FOUR FOR ONLY 5.40 
Use All Four Coupons At Once Or One At A Time 
" — COUPON—"" 
• 2 pieces of chicken 
• potatoes and gravey- roll 
!$1.35! 
wmnc um   •    IIWMT   •    ran cuaioa 
Expir«s2-15-«3 
" — COUPON —" 
• 2 pieces of chicken 
•potatoes and gravey- roll 
!$1.35! 
cum   •   iwun   •   Miami 
Expiree 2-15-43 
— COUPON — 
• 2 pieces of chicken 
potatoes and gravey-roll 
$1.35? 
io.ii.cun>    •    itiMM   •    raticmno. 
Expires 2-15-W 
r
~~—COUPON'— " 
• 2 pieces of chicken 
.potatoes and gravey'roll 
$1.35? 
•O*UMMII>    •    nrnom   •    rancumea 
j        Expfro* 2-15-63 
ite finger tickin'good" 
K«ntudcv fried A^«H 
#     DRIVE-THRU NOW OPEN 
Sun-Thure Until 10 p.m. 
Fri& Sat Until 10:30 p.m. 
• 
The M Newa/Fakrwry I. ••»» ' 
Couple with disability 
needs money to meet 
rising Medicare costs 
Social work can be 'painful' 
LORAIN (AP) - Gladys Guzman, bed- 
ridden with a circulatory illness, says 
she wonders how she will be able to meet 
the cost of her own medical care. 
She was told she and her disabled 
husband must begin paying 190 a month 
for Medicare coverage of Tier prescrip- 
tions and visits to the Cleveland Clinic 
four times a year. 
Mrs. Guzman, 38, suffers from lupus 
disease, which causes swelling of blood 
vessels. She also is anemic and has 
arthritis, kidney and heart problems 
related to the disease. She has depended 
for three years now on welfare money 
for the medication. 
In 1964, her husband, Hector, was 
declared disabled at the age of 30 and 
BUDGET 
... from Pane i 
•The Social Security res- 
cue plan would save $12.2 
billion, including a six- 
month delay in cost of liv- 
ing benefit increases that 
otherwise would be paid 
July 1. There would be 
similar delays in cost of 
living increases for veter- 
ans' pension and compen- 
sation programs, food 
stamps, Supplemental Se- 
curity Income, Railroad 
Retirement programs and 
child nutrition programs. 
•Medicare patients 
would have to pay up to $1,- 
175 for hospital stays last- 
had to quit his greenhouse job in 
Olmsted Falls. He remains disabled with 
back and circulation problems. Since 
then, they have lived primarily on Social 
Security and disability checks. 
Each month they received $715 in 
assistance from the federal government. 
Last year, they began payine $30 a 
month to Medicare for medical cover- 
age. This month, the Lorain County 
welfare Department told the Guzmans 
the Medicare fee would become $90. 
"We don't have the money to pay," 
Mrs. Guzman said. "If we spend the $90 
like they say, we don't have the money 
left ever for the shopping. If I stop taking 
these pills, I die. 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Social workers say it's hard to 
spend 40 hours a week trying to ease the suffering of 
people without becoming too closely involved. 
"I think I function well under stress, but how well 
I really cope with it long-range, what kind of toll it 
ultimately will take, T don't know," said Tom 
Graves, an Outreach worker for about 15 years. 
"Sometimes, I wonder if I may be a time bomb just 
waiting to explode." 
Social workers, unemployment interviewers, 
mental health counselors, welfare caseworkers - 
those who try to help put lives back in order - say 
it's difficult to walk the fine line between being 
unfeeling and too emotionally wrapped up in the 
work. 
Correction. 
"It does affect me; I cant say that it doesn't," 
said Gunda Roberto, an employment interviewer 
with the Ohio Bureau of Employment Services for 
four years. "It's hard sometimes not to feel for 
these people. A person who has 20 years on the job 
and is then laid off - it hurts. 
"SO YOU sit there and listen to their stories, and 
sometimes you can help them and other times you 
can't. . . and it happens sometimes that you're both 
sitting there and crying," she said. "You have to 
shed a few tears once in awhile. You'd be a pretty 
callous person If you didn't." 
Jerry Judge, a coordinator of family and chil- 
dren's services at the Hamilton County Welfare 
said the counselor's problem of sepa- 
rating self from work is more difficult in currant 
economic times, when many people seek help for 
the first time. 
"There's a closer identification and sort of a 
sharing of the outrage the client feels," Judge said. 
"It affects some people more than others.. . but I'd 
say it affects a significant number of social work- 
ers." 
Graves, an Outreach worker with the Community 
Action Commission In Cincinnati, said it's difficult 
to leave work at the office. 
"Yon go home, but you carry the frustrations and 
the anxieties of the job home with TOO," Graves 
said. 
In the story'Univeraity accept! prapoial for additional library funds" (pen 
we, Tuesday, Jan. 251 we reported that the University library maintain* 5*0 
periodical title, and moat achoola the fie ol the Unlreratty receive between e» 
and 700 title*. The correct figure* should have been 940,400 and 000,000 and 700,- 
000, respectively. The Newi regret* the error. 
ing up to 60 days on top of 
the $350 already scheduled. 
But in return, they would 
receive protection against 
catastrophic illnesses that 
keep them in the hospital 
longer than 60 days. 
•FOOD STAMP eligibil- 
ity would be tightened, in 
addition to the delay in 
cost-of-living increases. 
•Spending on two wel- 
fare programs, Aid to 
Families with Dependent 
Children and Supplemen- 
tal Security Income would 
be reduced by about $1.5 
billion.  SSI  cost-of-living 
increases would be de- 
layed six months. 
•Farm price supports 
would be frozen for wheat, 
feed grains, cotton and 
rice. 
•The Pentagon budget 
would go to $238.6 billion 
from $209 billion. The re- 
quest is $8 billion below 
Reagan's original planned 
defense buildup. 
appaftcxVx. 
HALF      PRICE      CLEARAWAY 
50% off 
winter sweaters   sporlsweor. 
accessories, etc. 
Mouinee 228 W   Wa/np St   893-8238 
Toledo 3151 W   Central 535 3262 
F»i* 
evW) 
Recipe 
\%-i 
ujr\0\£ 
PffkNATCJRE'S 
**
r
        Ok MANNA 
«»*.** m 
****** m i 134 E. Court St.] 
B-2.00 
|L         352-0236 
*K»Natural 
J|      Food 
■"^         Store 1 
Send the One(s) 
You Love 
A Valentine 
Message 
in the 
BG News 
MARCH 19 
GMAT 
THERE'S STILL 
TIME TO PREPARE, 
The Sisters of Kappa Delta 
are Proud, to Announce 
their New Initiates... 
Keisha Brown 
Holly Cartwright 
Jeanne Heider 
Lisa Hill 
Michelle Leist 
Elana Macchi 
Lorraine McKittrick 
Dawn Neff 
Karl Pehon 
Maryann Swanson 
LisaTodd 
Susan Werner 
Welcome to our Sisterhood! 
Love and   AOT 
The Sisters 
Call Days Evenings a Weekends 
-ft      536-3701 
EducatliMl Center 
TEST PREPARATION 
SPECIALISTS SINCE 193B 
For Information About Other Centers 
in More Than 105 Major US Cities « Abroad 
Outside NY State 
CALL TOLL FACE: 800-223-1712 
3550 SECOR RO. 
SUITE 201 
TOLEDO, OH. 
If you'd like to be involved 
with Students helping Students; 
The Student Wellness Center 
is accepting applications lor—Peer Advisers 
for (he 83-84 aca'demlc year" 
Applications available at 
The Well: 2nd floor Health Center   Deadline: Friday. Feb. 14th 
^^^^^^^^^to^jnoreintcfmatio^cal^72^ 
Have your message 
printed inside a Red 
heart in the Friday 
February 11 edition 
Deadline: Wednesday, 
February 9th 
106 University Hall 
(limited number available) 
How to be a irniantie in an age of reason 
Take some time to smell the roses. Pouryourself a warm cup of C«fe Amaretto. Smooth 
and creamy-rich, with just an almond Idas of amaretto flavoring, ifs a taste of la ickt vita. 
And just one of six deli- • 
dously different flavors | 
from General Foods* 
International Coffees. 
GENERAL FOODS-INTERNATIONAL COFFEES. 
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR. 
"Just how long has Barry been waiting for his ridt?" 
There's a more 
dependable way to get there. 
Greyhound is going your way with trouble-free, economical 
service. You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations. 
Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And 
talk about comfort. You gat a soft, reclining seat and plenty of room tor 
carry-on bags. 
So next trip, go with the ride you can rely on. Go Greyhound. 
FROM CAMPUS: 
ejaBaj Green Stan Ufwaraty Lv 415p M M «35p 
Oewknt At 71 Op 
Puts Rapid Station (W150*) 
Osvelanil-Greytiound Tern** Ar wop 
MapMHatJKs Ar SOOp 
TO CAMPUS: 
MatMHagMs Lv 4:1 Sp 
Cmweand   QwyneundTennlnal U Mai MM U 515p 
Puraat RapU Station (W 150th) 
By* Lv SSOp 
8w*ng Grean SOU Unrwrsry Ar »10p 
bmt^<tmmr>ie^we^^titmtmmmom.ma0,taiaimmmm.ii»mm»m saaa*. 
St*MS^»r*-Pwr,\*-mai*r*»>Ort<cn»mAnrat.vmlmmMBtiwpnm 
amu*attot>—m***Hf*"****an 
f*unmimtM,m*jnM<m<mi**n*to\.<MXa-!M!- 
llll 1 ■■■ NanmMi 
EtW. ArrileMtocii^toua. 
— 
C TIM BQ Nawi/Fabruary 1, 1983 
ELSEWHERE m^m^m^mmm   M1!:1:!!1:1:1:!:1:1-1   '" .' """ "" 
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^faybeitwiUgoaway;,,     EpA may cut funcls to cities 
The five most dangerous words in the English languaEe TSarr       Mmd *     M    M     II1%*J       *******       » *M.M M. MW      %**+*      ^*M%JM.^<* 
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Hie Bowling Green State University 
BOARD OF STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
is now accepting applications for 
EDITOR OF 
THE BG NEWS 
Term Beginning: Spring Break 1983 
until Spring Break 1984 
(excluding summer) 
Applications Available: 106 University Hall 
Deadline: 5:00 P.M., Friday, February 4 
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V    Sleep 
6-25 
It's That Simple. 
BRING YOUR FAMILY OR GATHER ALL 
YOUR FRIENDS AND COME TO SUGAR 
LOAF. YOU CAN SLEEP UP TO 6 IN ONE 
LODGE ROOM FOR   g25P*>    ANY 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY NIGHT UNTIL 
MARCH 31st.  83 
ski-tennis-dine-fun 
not In conjunction with any discount packages 
• subject to amiability/reservations needed 
f1-800-632-9802/(616)228 5461 
KoU. 1. C«W. Ml 49621 
WHOLESALE 
PROFIT TO THREE TIMES 
YOUR COST on hundreds ol 
Household, Novelty, Gntware 
Hems. No minimum order. Send 
$3.00 (refundable first order] for 
Giant Color Catalog 
FILCAVOU) 
103l»r*S* RMPn.NVIIOOl 
OPEDIPUS IS HERE 
BGSU Theatre presents 
tff ft* 
$ y <r   <*> 
Feb. 3-5 and 9-12 
Main Auditorium 
8:00 P.M. 
Special 3 P.M. Matinee on Feb.12 
For Reservations Call 372-2719 
Warning: Certain portions or 
OPEDIPUS IN WONDERLAND 
may be considered orrensive. 
Viewer discretion is advised. 
THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS 
in conjunction with 
UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
Offers to the Students of 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PROFESSIONAL 
RESUME 
SERVICES 
• Reasonable Rates 
• Professional Quality on the 
Most Sophisticated Typesetting 
Equipment in Bowling Green 
Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL 
WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY OF 
LIVING UNITS FROM APARTMENTS TO 
HOUSES, SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE 
SEE US FOR YOUR 1983-1984 
HOUSING NEEDS 
TALK TO OUR SATISFIED TENANT I 
ABOUT OUR DEPENDABILITY! 
DEPENDABLE 
SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE YOU CAN 
COUNT ON. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
319 E. Wooster 
OFFICEHOURS     (OTOOT CLOSE TO CAMPUS) CALL f^YTOgE 
MON-FRI8:3(W:30 354-2260 or 352-6553 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
The Environmental Pro- 
tection Agency put 218 
counties in 33 states on 
notice Monday that they 
could lose millions of dol- 
lars in federal highway 
funds and face bans on 
certain types of construc- 
tion because of dirty air 
'violations. 
The goverment set in 
motion a lengthy process 
to impose sanctions 
against the areas even 
though top EPA officials 
termed the penalties dis- 
tasteful ana counterpro- 
ductive to the country's 
goal of cleaning up the air. 
Included on the dirty air 
list were cities like Los 
Angeles, New York, 
Denver, Pittsburgh and 
Houston, which tradition- 
ally rank near the top in 
rankings of the number of 
"unbeaKhfut" days each 
year because of dirty air. 
However, the list also 
includes many places gen- 
erally considered to have 
far   fewer   air   pollution 
Clems such as Miami, 
mix, Ariz., and Great 
Falls, Mont. 
THEY ARE all facing 
the threat of sanctions 
based on EPA's belief that 
they have violated require- 
ments In the Clean Air Act. 
The largest number of 
counties.  111,  are  being 
cited because the govern- 
ment feels they missed a 
Dec. 31, 1982, deadline for 
achieving national health 
standards for one or more 
of five pollutants - small 
particles, sulfur dioxide, 
carbon monoxide, ozone 
and nitrogen oxide. 
Another 33 counties were 
put on the proposed sanc- 
tion list because they had 
either failed to submit ad- 
equate plans or were not 
carrying out those plans. 
For two of the pollutants 
which are auto-related - 
carbon monoxide and 
ozone - areas could get a 
five-year extention of the 
deadline by submitting a 
plan proving how they 
would combat smog by 
such things as requiring 
auto exhaust inspections. 
The EPA announced 
Monday it was approving 
the plans submitted by U 
states but rejecting the 
plans submitted by 18 
states and the District of 
Columbia. The rejection 
means the 106 counties af- 
fected by these plans now 
also face the threat of 
sanctions. Thirty-two of 
those counties were cited 
for other violations and 
included in the other list 
The EPA is giving areas 
facing sanctions 45 days to 
submit evidence on why 
penalties should not be im- 
posed. 
EPA Assistant Adminis- 
trator Kathleen Bennett 
conceded that new air 
monitoring data may show 
the area now in compli- 
ance or the agency may 
have misjudged on some of 
the proposed plans. She 
said that is why counties 
are being given a chance to 
make their case. 
After the agency reviews 
the new evidence - proba- 
bly May at the earliest - it 
will propose a final list of 
counties where sanctions 
will be imposed. Officials 
said the first sanction to go 
into effect will be construc- 
tion bans. 
Convicts fight anger through meditation 
CfflLLICOTHE (AP) - A 
psychologist has been tea- 
ching inmates at the Chilli- 
cotne Correctional 
Institution the ancient art 
of meditation, and many of 
the prisoners say it helps 
them control their tem- 
pers. 
"She makes you look at 
things differently," Mike 
Riley, 38, an inmate, said, 
of Dr. Sneh Jlndal. "The 
most important thing you 
can off er a person is peace. 
And that's what she gives 
to us." 
Jlndal, 44, a psychologist 
from India, has been tea- 
ching inmates about medi- 
tation since 1976. About 200 
prisoners currently take 
part in the meditation pro- 
gram. 
"Meditation helps them 
clear their minds and see 
things as they really are. 
Anger, hate and greed' 
cloud the mind. By making 
their minds quiet, they can 
think clearly," she said. 
There is no chanting, no 
exercise, no worship of 
idols and no religious con- 
nection although the men 
are free to bring spiritual 
awareness into their medi- 
tation if they choose. 
Jlndal first briefs the 
inmates about the tech- 
nique she learned from her 
family in India. They are 
taught in private sessions 
and, after some practice, 
eventually join a regular 
group. 
"I have never encoun- 
tered anything like this 
before. If I had, I probably 
wouldn't be here," Rollo 
Stills, 28, an inmate, said. 
John Woodward, 39, has 
been a prisoner for 10 
years. He said his two 
years of meditation have 
made a big difference. 
"I used to react to neg- 
ative situations with a 
flash temper. Now, they 
don't affect me as in- 
tensely. I think posi- 
tively,   Woodward said. 
Several   participants 
credit meditation with re- 
lief from high blood pres- 
sure, chronic ulcers and 
arthritis. 
Jlndal said most inmates 
initially are reluctant. 
Gerald Ballew, 36, 
added, "You first think 
she's trying to change you, 
but then all of a sudden you 
are telling her what you 
want to change In your life. 
We have never run into a 
person who can shine and 
have such an affect on our 
lives." 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
NOW LEASING 
FOR SUMMER 
AND NEXT FALL 
•12 month lease 
•9 month lease 
•LOW SUMMER RATES 
STOP DOWN TO OUR OFFICE 
FOR A COMPLETE HOUSING 
BROCHURE. 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
OFFICE HOURS      Phone 352-5620   336 S. Main 
8:00-5:30 MON - FRI 
^SAT A SUNDAY BY APPOINTMENT f 
AT A GLANCE^ 
'Beaver returns to TV for special 
NEW YORK (AP) - 
"Beaver" is coining back 
to television this spring, 
with Jerry Mathers updat- 
ing the kiddie role he 
played two decades ago. 
i Mathers,   34,   star   of 
ijj. "Leave It to Beaver," a 
situation comedy that van- 
ished from prime-time TV 
in 1983 after a six-year run, joined the original cast re- 
cently for a taping and 
homecoming. 
The sequel, "Still the 
Beaver," picks up the fam- 
ily saga 20 years later in 
the idyllic suburb of May- 
field, where the Cleaver 
family grew up. 
In the CBS special, 
Mathers plays a father 
forced to raise his two sons 
alone after being deserted 
by bis wife. 
Clark's doctor might have coached 
OGDEN,Utah(AP)-Dr. 
William DeVries, the sur- 
geon who implanted the 
world's first permanent ar- 
tificial heart, says he prob- 
ably would have been a 
coach if he had not suc- 
ceeded in medicine. 
In his first interview 
since be implanted the Jar- 
vik-7   heart   In   retired 
Seattle-area dentist Bar- 
ney Clark, DeVries said 
athletics spurred his desire 
to achieve. 
"They (sports) help me 
orient my life and get 
things in order," said DeV- 
ries, chief of cardio-tho- 
racic surgery at the 
University of Utah Medical 
Center. "I've never seen a 
sport I didn't like." 
:•■ wAw.^w.v.w.v.iwMW.TWrr^^ 
Congratulations to the new 1983 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
OFFICERS... 
Pres.-Gwynne Gulliford 
V.Pres.-Beth Shutt 
Rec.Sec.-Faniya Velo 
Treas.-Sue Sir 
Ass't. Treas.-Kim Bode 
P.A.C.E.-Jenny Porter 
Scholarship-Laura Mercer 
Pledge Educator-Jean Kovach 
Ass't. Pledge Ed.-Jenny Davis 
Membership-Amy Williams 
Ass't. Memb.-Lisa Hackett 
Social Chairman-Mary Taylor 
Activities-Paula. Johnson 
Senior Panhel-Juliet Wolfe 
Rituals-Becky Petrie 
House Chairman-Jennifer White 
A special thanks to the '82 officers for a JOB WELL DONE.'! 
TOPEKA. Kan. (AP) - 
They were handed to Sen. 
Bob Dole on a silver plat- 
ter, but that didn't make 
them any easier to swal- 
low. The gift at a Kansas 
Day reception for the Re- 
publican lawmaker was a 
stack of TV dinners. 
The gag had to do with 
the fact mat Dole had in- 
troduced his wife, Trans- 
portation Secretary- 
designate Elizabeth Dole, 
to a Senate committee by 
rattling off a series of one- 
liners. 
Dole quipped that he 
"felt like Nathan Hale be- 
cause be had only one wife 
to give for the nation's 
infrastructure" and that 
"TV dinners are a small 
price to pay to get the 
nation's highways re- 
paired." 
"That's probably what 
I'm going to have to get 
used to eating," said Dole, 
"but on second thought 
maybe the potholes aren't, 
RUSH SIGMA CHI 
7-9PH1 
TUES. FEB 1-DOG NIGHT 
AND THE D'Z' DANCERS 
WED. FEB 2-ALPHA PHI 
DANCERS 
THURS.   FEB   3-ALPHA 
CHI OMEGA 
Congratulations 
George 
Sine 
BG News 
Advertising 
Sales 
Representative 
of the week 
B.G.S.U. SKI CLUB 
SKI BOYNE MOUNTAIN 
MICHIGAN 
FEB. 5,6,7 
Meeting-Tues. Feb. 2 
8:00pm 070 Overman 
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Hogs and Smurfs happy as'Skins win Super Bowl 
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) - 
Defensive tackles David 
Butz and Darryl Grant sat 
quietly amidst the crush of 
reporters and glaring 
lights of television in the 
Washington Redskins 
locker room, reflecting on 
a victory won in the 
trenches. 
Slowly, they peeled their 
sweaty, grass-stained 
clothes over the bumps and 
bruises that marked their 
hard fought, 27-17 victory 
over the Miami Dolphins 
Sunday in Super Bowl 
XVII. 
"I have waited 10 years 
for this moment," said 
Butz, who came into the 
NFL in 1973 with the St. 
Louis Cardinals. "You 
play in the trenches that 
long without reaching the 
Super Bowl and you figure 
maybe it just isn't meant 
to happen. Then you are 
there and you say. 'God 
don't let me come this far just to walk away without 
it.' " 
Butz and Grant, the gi- 
ants of the Redskins de- 
fense, were credited with 
nine tackles as Washington 
stopped Miami's inside 
running game. 
"We anew their favorite 
plays were Inside the 
tackles, and we worked 
hard to stop them all 
week," Grant said. 
WHILE THE Redskins 
were putting the clamps on 
the running game, Miami 
quarterback David Wood- 
ley went to the air for a 76- 
yard scoring strike to 
Jimmy Cefalo midway 
through the first period. 
"Woodley read our cov- 
erage and pump faked," 
said safety Tony Peters, 
who was beaten on the 
play. "I was just too anx- 
ious and lumped at the 
fake." 
The two teams ex- 
changed field goals before 
Washington drew even, at 
10-10, on a Joe Theismann 
to Alvin Garrett 4-yard 
touchdown pass. 
The momentum, illding 
Washington's way, quickly 
reversed field. Fulton 
Walker, the Dolphins kick- 
return specialist, returned 
the ensuing kickoff 96 
yards for a touchdown and 
a 17-10 Miami lead at the 
half. 
"I almost swallowed my 
tongue when 1 saw Walk- 
ers'^ run," said linebacker 
Larry Rubin. "When you 
see a play like that, some- 
times you wonder if fate 
isn't smiling on the other 
side of the field." 
The Redskins, beating 
the Dolphins every place 
but on the scoreboard, 
were confident coining out 
after intermission. 
0 [EVERYDAY 11 AM-4PM $1.50 
BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP 
TOSSED SALAD 
HOT HOMEMADE BREAD 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
Open Saturday 12 to 4 
214 NapoJMn Road   Bowling QrtM, OH  352-1195 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included »gas heat • laundry 
facilities •drapes 'carpet •party & game 
room •swimming pool •sauna 
$270-furnisnea $250-unfurnished 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$285-furnl8hed $265-unfumished 
plus lights 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
$225-furnished$200-unfurnished 
all utilities included seperate bedroom 
fi» aaftHMp kCaajnai  M* S» MM *» •»•. 
The following employers will be on campus 
the week ol Febuary 14, 1983 to 
Interview interested candidates. 
SIGN UP ON KEDNES0AY, FEBRUARY I, FOR THE FOUMIIK SCHEDULES.    Sljn Up arlll  be htld on 
.WMnesjUy,   from 7:30 a.m.   to 8:00 a.a.   tor EMPLOYER SCHEDULES (Business, Governtant, Agencies 
aRifGrVauate Schools)  In tne FORUM AND' SEC.0HD FLOW AR£A of the Student Services Sutldlna. 
Sign Up for EDUCATI9N schedules will"be 'hrltf on TttorslHy.'Ftbrmry 3, fro. 6:00 to 6:» p.». 
in the FORUM of the Student Services Building. 
A CREDENTIAL FORM MUST BE TURNED IN FOR EACH SCHEDULE OR OVERFLOW YOU SCHEDULE. 
iMnovn DATI 0« VISIf INTIM1TIP IN 
SPECIAi NOTICE OF SIGH UP PROCEDURE: At the tine of sijn up, you Bust turn in t copy of your 
Credential For* for etch Interview or overflon you schedule. Quallfltd candidates ire those 
Mho meet the academic degrees, majors and graduation dates requested by the employers listed 
below. Those who do not meet the requirements will not be interviewed. Only permanent resi- 
dents (U.S. cltltens) are considered unless otherwise indicated. The number In ( ) indicates 
the number of schedules requested by the employer. 
BUSINESS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
MARATHON OIL COMPANY 
FlndUy, OH 
OENERAL ELECTRIC CO. 
Cleveland, OH 
HILLS OEPT. STORES 
Canton. MA 
VTCKS HEALTH CARE 
Ann Arbor, Ml 
FRIENDLY ICE CREAM COR*. 
Trov, OH 
K MART APPAREL COUP. 
Plymouth, Ml 
NCR CORPORATION 
Dayton. OH 
HHl     ACCOUNTMO acOacMa Of* OWioM Irani 
Hen* I » Fee 10 ACCT /AUO  eVAoa. 
■*y *uo am in 12 Horn 
n**i   SAifovoasme mm PHOOHAU tvn •» A, 
Eoon  Seme, lagh acau ran Mayi i 1 4 aaxa 
«•«      «'«*- MQMT TMNEE8 S.'aa rmtora W/H 
• MUgM.lky.UglllDU 
M44H      SAUS-SUMMER MTfKM Ml. SaM. •» 
Mowl. May. Aia). Oreo* III T atom on 2-14 
SAME POSITION Sam* melon (2)12 worn on 
MO«THWESTER». MUTUAL UFE INSURANCE 
Toledo. OH 
PACKARD ELEC. CUV., O M 
Warren, OH 
ARMCO, INC. 
Mlddlelown. OH 
DONN CORPORATION 
Waatlaka, OH 
PROCTER a GAMBLE COMPANY 
Cincinnati. OH 
PROCTER a OAmTaLE COMPANY 
Cincinnati, OH 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS DATA SYSTEMS OROUP 
Mta.1l 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SEMKONOUCTOR SALES 
Oamae,TX 
UPJOHN COMPANY 
Toledo, OH 
U.S. AM FORCE 
mowtlng Oreen. OH 
RELIANCE ELECTRIC COMPANY 
ClevelerKl, OH 
CENTRAL INSURANCE COMPANeSS 
Van Wart. OH 
•JaNOUNCUKNTS 
nm   MOB TUNEE mfamt Mom. Fooo SO NUM , 
HoraeEc , Bua AOM   May, Aug. Ill <OoUe 
MSN 
•«■   RM SPEC  aV«ca.Fai.ah»,|i)i3a«a 
MKT *CP   arUM   Hay n M3 Mote 
PHOO/SYST ANAL   BVC 8 . MB). May (l| 13 
MOM. SALES HEP   B.«M . Acd . May. |1| 
13 .Baa. 8VST ANAL   tVC 5 . MS. U» (i| 13 
MM*   BN PLAW4W aAlCT ■* BM> Adm prel. 
May. Aug. am (t| 12 mom 
>'» aVMC8.MH.Ma,. 3 onmiiu 
MM1   TO BC ANNOUNCED 
>IMI oarm SALES REP anau. aaananMea. 
MayOrada   III IJaUa 
HMJ SALES MQMT. aVM any itmkw. aareng mt m 
SaM. atay. Aiaj Orac* 1218 Mom aa ecMd 
M MB SALES MOMT eVM any maw. aeong n at 
Same. May. Aim Qtade 1218 Mom aa ac**d 
MSa) 8C«TWAr» DEVELOP   aVM tngr teal. Corap 
n;« So . May. Aug 111 aa day   IJaMaaaaotaM 
t-1848 FCLD SALES ENORS BVM Ingt. Tec* . CS. Pltyeea 
a«Awtaachiaidargrad. Atay. AuglM. i: Mem 
Mtai   PMARMACEUTCAL SALES   IOOT . 6*.    Pr» 
Maat "»»Da™. Maw. (i| 12 mem. 
na-aj   IMtnommimm-. Any >»» y. <eg or 
imaaa. Ma, Aim. cnoa n i e aom 
H'«   TO8EAAa»UaiCtD 
na-ai   AOMM T"NEE aajua . na T.0I1, Eon . 
I   MgM   aaa. 111 13 Mom 
n» overtow lor sttanaln vvawama IFebruery 1) » conHrmed Patoa* contest Nan lor your Wanaaw ana. 
The ovawnow tor Stouflora (Feoruery 3) m ujnajwwwl. fiaaai conejot Nan lor your aaaiullu. ana. 
The oversow !„ Mac Toots (Feoruery 1| • contniail tar pan oi m. day 
10 dolerrrane arhoBaw or not you have an I 
Pec*. Com Company ham canceled recniang daM ol Feenmry 10  Tnayy may r»acne<Ue awar 
m the Spnng > K. lha eeme ebdants eready aagned up »S M oonaaoM lo awayvksm. 
SCHOOLS 
aaONTOOMERY CO. PUeKIC SCHOOLS       «w      Saa. am. 8a» Far. Lane, l8.mitHan». 
nnia.Mg MO Fmaveamaata. Hame lama, uv San. Sal. 
~ SeeoiiKlt|LD.Sa.*mwl:Ma»\Oa.. 
STRONOSVILLE CITY SCHOOLS 
Stroneeirille, OH 
kOMte 
e-ir-ee      S*4 H Ana. PWyaue.« Maya): Man 
MMJ      >»», ama- ii mnafi Oat. Dee. May. >W» 
"Nobody panicked. We 
knew what bad to be done, 
and we were ready to do 
it," said guard Rasa 
Grimm, a member of the 
Redskins offensive line 
ractaiamed the "Hogs." 
"We made some minor 
adjustrnents along the line 
of scrimmage at npJftime, 
but outside of the Cefalo 
pass, I thought we had 
done a pretty good Job 
against them in the first 
half," said Redskin de- 
fensive coordinator Richie 
Petitbon. 
Sticking to their game 
plan, the Redskins contin- 
ued to give the ball to the 
man they call the "dieael," 
John Ftiggins. The 238- 
pound fullback, who had 
carried the ball 98 times 
for 444 yards in three pre- 
vious playoff victories, 
provided the spark again, 
earring 38 times against 
the Miami 3-4 defense for a 
Super   Bowl   record   166 
yards. 
For Theismann.   who 
capped his finest season in 
nine years in the NFL with 
a 15-of-23 passing perfor- 
mance for 143 yards and 
two touchdowns, the vic- 
tory held special meaning. 
"This  is  everything  I 
have ever wanted. Today, 
I'm part of the best team In 
the world," he said. 
Bernthisel 
AutoWorks, Inc. 
Complete Car Care 
• Collision 
• Painting 
• Rust Proofing 
• Frame Work 
• Tune-Up 
• Alignment 
• Balancing 
• Transmission 
■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•••■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■••Ml 
* Special Rush * 
THETA CHI— 
•126 Grant St. • Bowling Grean, OH 43402 
I Bihlnd My lit OQ) 
352-6679 • BODY SHOP • 874-2612 
MECHANIC e 354-1393 
The Sisters of 
Gamma Phi Beta 
would like to welcome its new Actives 
Judy Blough 
Sue Bowker 
Trish Continenza 
Laura Grey 
Kim Hughes 
Christie Kirchoff 
Tracy Meredith 
Sharon Meg 
Michelle Partelon 
Jennifer Peterson 
Leigh Hollingsworth 
Rebecca Surdakowski 
Melissa Riggins 
Carolyn Ritchey 
Angela Schlappal 
Julie Scholz 
Diane Sovz 
Jennifer South 
Michele Prater 
Lynn Tanner 
Kelly Tiedt 
Barb Wilke 
...into the world of Gamma Phi! 
Congratulations to Diane Sovz- 
outstanding pledge! 
Rush tonight at the Theta Chi House, 
located at 710 7th St. 
—Hot Dogs-n-Chips— 
NOW is the time to join a great group of men building a proud 
future on a proud past. 
•Rush starts at 7:30 
•Rides available 
•Call 354-1390 or 352-3785 
NEWLOVE MMU6EMEIT 
Come see us for your 
1983-1984 housing needs 
APARTMENTS STILL AVAILABLE 
309 High-and free cable TV 
801 Fifth-and free cable TV 
649 Sixth- and free air cond. 
810-815 Fourth-and free air cond. 
824 Sixth-two bedrooms 
320 Elm-one and two bdrms 
228 S. College-one and two bdrms 
•FREE HEAT! »FREE WATER! »FREE SEWER! 
For more info, call 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
! 
336 S. Main Street 352-5620 
LIVE OUT YOUR! 
MALE 
FANTASIES 
AT 
lOTTOHS 
«v 
',d 3un fflaee 3i> ffie f> 
doors open at 7:30 . . . show starts at 8:00 
men allowed in at 9:30; 
admission $1.00. 
i. Good for 2^1/83 ONLY 
BUTTONS 
 ft 
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Fans a factor as women cagers drop game in Athens 
by Marc Deb* 
sports reporter 
ATHENS - Last Satur- 
day's women's basketball 
game   between   Bowling 
Green and Ohio University 
was very similar to Sun- 
day's Super Bowl. OU 
played the role of the 
Washington Redskins 
while BG was the Miami 
Arcade City 
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL 
Play all day only $2.00 
In the Stadium Plaza 
Mon. Tues. Thura. - 8 tokens for 91.00 
with BGSU I.D. 
Dolphins. The Bobcats pre- 
vailed, 7M6. 
In the Super Bowl. Mi- 
ami had the first halt mo- 
mentum that carried them 
to the lead at the intermis- 
sion. Washington came 
storming out in the second 
half behind the record- 
breaking effort of John 
Riggins and won the game. 
The Redskins' fans be- 
came estatic as the game 
clock wound down which 
added an extra boost for 
Washington. The Dolphins, 
on the other hand, slacked 
off considerably from their 
first half performance. 
The Falcons went to 
Athens in a near must win 
The Sisters of DELTA ZETA 
Congratulate their Very Special Neophytes 
Trish Agnew 
Wendy Gajarsky 
Denise Hartzell 
Luann Heynik 
Sandy Bowlby 
Michelle Turocy 
These names spelled incorrectly in the Thurs., Jan. 27 news ad 
RUSH KAPPA DELTA 
Tuesday, Feb. 1 *£** Mexican Night     *sC:t?' 
Wednesday, Feb. 2    * OscarAwards *k 
Wednesday, Feb. 9  <? Valentine's Party ty 
All parties from 7:00-8:30pm 
Call the house at 2-2871 for more info. 
about rush or Kappa Delta 
U nivcrsity Village 
& Courts 
WE STILL HAVE APARTMENTS FOR NEXT YEAR! 
•Close to campus, banks and fast food 
•Dependable maintenance 
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid for. 
Tenant pays electric only 
•UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
$620 ea./semester 
•Summer rates available 
•UNIVERSITY COURTS 
$590 ea./semester 
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE 
BEHIND WENDY'S. 
PHONE OFFICE HOURS Mon-Fri 9-5 
352-0164 Sat 9-12 
situation and played that 
way throughout the first 
half. Like Super Bowl 
XVH, OU (Washington) 
and BG (Miami) played 
fairly even in the first half 
with the Falcons having an 
advantage statistically- 
wise, and on the 
scoreboard. A 43.2 shooting 
percentage for BG in the 
first half compared to a 
36.4 mark for OU meant 
the difference in the 37-30 
score. 
THE OPENING of the 
second half displayed two 
different ball clubs from 
that of the first half. The 
Falcons appeared to just 
try and sit on their lead, 
unaware that the Bobcats 
had every intension of win- 
ning the contest. 
Lute Riggins powering 
the Redskins with a new 
Super Bowl rushing re- 
cord, OU's Caroline Mast 
amazed the Falcons and 
all of estimated 2,400 fans 
in the OU Convocation Cen- 
ter with 26 points and a 23 
rebounds - both new Bob- 
cat records. 
"We couldn't find a way 
to stop Caroline Mast," BG 
coach Kathy Bole said. 
"She was putting out great 
effort." 
Putting out effort, was 
ANGEL FLIGHT 
IS BACK 
NATIONAL   SERVICE 
ORGANIZATION 
CAMPUS INVOLEMENT FOR 
THE THINGS THAT MATTER 
1ST MEETING - TONIGHT 
259 MEMORIAL HALL 
7:00 p.m. 
" The New Horizon! " 
NATIONAL & LOCAL PROJECTS 
INCLUDING WORKING WITH 
ANIMAL RIGHTS & PROTECTION, 
AND NATIONAL FUNDRAISERS 
FOR  EASTER   SEALS. 
something the Falcons left 
in the locker room at the 
half. 
"We played a pretty 
good first half," Bole said. 
"We kind of Just stood 
around and no one was 
executing in the second 
half. It doesn't seem they 
really want to play. 
"We've got to find five 
people who want to play. 
What we'll be looking for is 
desire and sacrifice, then 
we'll look at a line-up 
change. That's what we've 
got to do these next two 
days inpractice." 
DESIRE AND sacrifice 
would be an excellent asset 
to this faultering club, but 
what the Falcons really 
need is a consistent high 
shooting percentage. BG's 
field goal mark collapsed 
to 27.5 percent in the sec- 
ond half compared to 43.2 
percent in the first period. 
Arother big factor in Sat- 
urday's game was the fact 
that after BG missed all 
the field goal shots a Bob- 
cat would snare the re- 
bound. The rebounding 
difference was a stunning 
65 to 36 difference. 
With dominating marks 
like OU had one would 
think they should have 
blown the Falcons away. 
But. that was not the case, 
as has been during BG's 
dry run this season. The 
Falcons have been in 
nearly every game but 
have not had the intensity 
to put away the win. 
"We kind of sleep walk 
through games," Bole ex- 
plained. "It shows we're in 
most of the games. Be- 
cause they put out at least 
50 percent we've been in 
every game. 
"We play .500 ball and 
that's where we stand this 
Check out these 
Class offerings 
* Skin Diving 
* Basic Scuba 
* Advanced Scuba 
* Equipment Specialist 
* Instuctor Training College 
* Scuba Review Course 
Sign-ups are Going on Now !!! 
For more information contact the 
Student Recreation Center 372-2711 
season. I'm not content to 
be a .500 ball club, 
though." 
And finally, like in the 
Super Bowl, It seemed that 
all 103,000 fans in the Rose 
Bowl stadium turned to 
cheer Washington and add 
an extra incentive to the 
Redskins as they wrapped 
up their victory. In Athens, 
the increasingly louder 
Bobcat followers 
screamed and shouted 
enough to give  the  OU 
6layers an extra desire for 
le victory. 
"It was a credit to OU 
fans," Bole said. "Their 
crowd is definently their 
best sixth man." 
BG (4-4 in the Mid-Amer- 
ican Conference) was lead 
by Cary McGehee with 20 
Kints, followed by Deanne 
loblaugh with 13, Me- 
lissa Chase with 12, and 
Chris Turtle with 10. 
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iYo need for water buckets as icers douse Flames 
2 
by Tom RES 
assistant sports editor 
"You can come out now guys, the 
war is over." 
At the metropolitan campus of Illi- 
nois-Chicago, search warrants may 
be out for Rich Blakely and Stuart 
Gould - the Flames' goaltenders. Be- 
cause after last weekend's artillery 
barrage by Bowling Green's hockey 
team, both netminders are probably 
in seclusion - trying to cure a heavy 
case of shell shock. 
The water pressure wasn't too low 
as the Falcons had little troble in 
dousing the dim flame of the first- 
year expansion entry by scores of 9-3 
and 15-1 at the Ice Arena. Now with a 
nine-game winning streak, the Fal- 
cons lead the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association with a 21-2-1 re- 
cord (22-4-2 overall). Meanwhile, UIC 
stays in the league cellar at 6-17-1 (5- 
21-1 overall). 
Earlier last week, BG coaches had 
expressed some fear about the upec- 
mong series with the Flames - rea- 
soning that the Falcons might suffer 
some type of letdown against the 
league's doormat squad. And then 
some people might have thought the 
coaches weren't too far off track when 
UIC opened the scoring both nights on 
goals by Jeff Mclntyre and Ken Ste- 
vens. 
IT COULD have even been 2-0 in 
the Flames favor on Friday night - 
something BG coach Jerry York did 
not want to see. With Just over 11 
minutes left in the first period, BG 
goalie Mike David was whistled for 
throwing his stick at the puck while 
attempting to stop a shot by UIC's 
Terry Majich. The officials awarded 
Majich a penalty shot, but the attempt 
was too high and David managed to 
get an arm on it, thwarting Majlch's 
effort. 
Brian Hills then tied the game up 
with a nice effort from the right side 
for his 29th goal of the season. But 
then with what has become their 
trademark, and a characteristic op- 
posing coaches have begun to fear - 
the Falcons scored seven t' nes in the 
second period to open up an 8-2 lead. 
Wayne Wilson's goal to open up the 
second period, came on an assist from 
David to give the netminder four 
assists this season, and five in his 
career - tying the team record held by 
Wally Charko and David Sarachman. 
Then at the 10:11 mark of the second 
stanza, the ice became littered with 
hats as Peter Wilson gained his third 
goal of the evening from right in front 
of Blakely. 
"WE LET Chicago get to us. it took 
us a period to settle down and adjust 
in Saturday's contest as 17 of the 19 
players who saw action for the Fal- 
cons scored at least one point. The IS 
BG goals scored, tied the previous 
team record which was most recently 
attained three years ago against Mi- 
ami. 
WDOM-COLLEGE HOCKEY STATI- WMPL-RADIO COACHES POLL 
STICS BUREAU MEDIA POLL 
Place    Team (First Place Voters) Place   Team (First Place Voters) 
Record Points Record Points 
1. Bowling Green (5) 22-4-2 94 1. Minn. (7)                26-5-1 96 
2. Minnesota (4)        25-5-1 92 2. Bowling Green (3) 22-4-2 90 
3. Providence (1)      22-4-0 80 3. N. Dakota              18-9-1 70 
4. Mich. State           22-6-0 65 4. Providence            22-4-0 68 
S.N.Dakota             18-9-1 59 5. Mich. State            22-6-0 60 
6 Clarkson                  13-4-1 47 6. Wisconsin              20-8-3 41 
7. Ohio State            18-5-5 33 7. St. Lawr.                16-4-1 32 
8. Wisconsin             20-8-3 26 8 Clarkson                  13-4-1 27 
9. St. Lawr.                  16-4-1 19 T9. Ohio State               18-5-5 22 
10. Minn.-Duluth         21-11-1 15 T9. Minn.-Duluth        21-11-1 22 
to our game," Wilson said. "After 
that everything Just went our way. 
Brian (Hills) and John (Samanskl) 
made things so easy out there. I Just 
sat around and picked up their gar- 
bage." 
Almost everybody got in on the act 
"Everything went our way," York 
said. "I don't Ike to see a score that 
high, but you can't tell the guys (BG) 
not to score because then it even looks 
worse. It Just all fell in on them. They 
are paving the price of being an 
lion i 
It was the porous Flame detain, 
which had the UIC goalies banging 
their sticks against the pipes as they 
faced the merciless blades of the 
Falcons- the nation's highest scoring 
offense. 
BG goalie Wayne Collins who has 
yet to be beaten this year, could have 
spent the game in the bleachers and 
the Falcons still would have come oat 
on top. UIC managed only 10 shots on 
target, with Collins being called upon 
to make only 10 saves. 
AS FOR stars of the game; where 
do you start? BG's Dan Kane took 
star of the game honors for matching 
Wilson's Friday nigfat hat trick effort 
Garry Galley contributed two goals 
and two assists, as he continues to 
lead the Falcon defensemen in scor- 
ing. And finally, center Kim Collins 
was putting them in and dining them 
out as he duplicated Galley's effort. 
"We're Just still building up," Col- 
lins said after the game, putting 
York's letdown worries to rest. '1 
didn't think we'd run away with it, 
especially after the tough games we 
had with Tech (Michigan Tech) and 
State (Michigan State). We're Just 
hoping to stay pumped, so if we get to 
the NCAA's we'll be ready." 
Falcon icers rewriting hockey record books 
BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor 
Bowling Green's Jamie Wansbrough (18) gets a piggy- 
back ride from an Illinois-Chicago player during hockey 
action last weekend at the Ice Arena. 
Falcon cagers r 
by Tracy Collins 
sports reporter 
"... We   want   more,    we    want 
more..." 
The University of Illinois-Chicago 
Flames heard that chant a mere 24 
times last weekend, marking the sec- 
ond time this season Bowling Green's 
hockey team has racked up 24 goals 
against a Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association opponent. 
No team in the nation has scored 
Cils with the same explosiveness as 
Falcons. UIC goaltenders Rich 
Blakey (35 saves) and Stuart Gould (29 saves) turned in what normally 
would have appeared to be a solid 
night - if you iudeed solid nights on 
the number of saves made. 
But a goaltender is judged on goals- 
against, and Blakey's goals-against 
for the series was 12.54 (14 goals in 
66:17), while Gould could only muster 
a 11.32 GAA (10 goals in 53:43). 
The key statistic for the series was 
not the goals-against, which would 
place the evidence firmly in favor of 
Blakey and Gould earning the title of 
sieves - although they did allow their 
share of bad goals. Instead, the most 
porous element of the Flames last 
weekend was the defense, which al- 
lowed BG to put an astounding 96 
shots on goal in two games. 
LAST SATURDAY'S 15-1 blowout 
magnified the argument for UIC's 
defensive ineptitude and BG's offen- 
sive potency - BG out 52 shots on goal 
compared to 11 for the Flames. Over 
the last two periods, UIC took only 12 
shots (compared to BG's 69), of which 
only six could find their way to BG 
goaltender Wayne Collins, who 
steered them aside. 
The Falcons have scored 181 goals 
in their 28 contests this season - by far 
toe best in the CCHA - giving their 
opponents a goals-against of 6.35. BG 
goaltenders Mike David (3.59) and 
Collins (3.50) have limited their oppo- 
nents to just 102 goals. 
BG has held its opponents to four 
goals or less in 20 games, during 
which they are 17-1-2. The Falcons 
have been held to four goals or less 
Just 10 times, during which they have 
posted a record of 5-3-2. In games 
where the Falcons have scored more 
by Keith Walther 
sports editor  
ATHENS - As the Bowling Green 
basketball team took to the floor 
before last Saturday's Mid-American 
Conference game against Ohio Uni- 
versity they were greeted with a 
horde of boos, Jeers, and disrespectful 
comments by the boisterous, parti- 
san-Bobcat crowd of 10,060. 
Hearing the crowd, a grin spreads 
across the face of BG's Colin Irish - be 
and his teammates have been in this 
type of situation before. They have 
the ability to smile in the face of 
adversity. 
The adversity - besides the OU fans 
themselves - came in different forms. 
• The Bobcats bad not lost at home 
all season. It was a road game. It Is 
tough for any team to win on the road 
in the MAC. 
• It would be a pressure packed 
game with both teams looking to gain 
sole possession of first place in the 
conference. 
• The Falcons were expected to be 
pushed around on the boards. The 
Bobcats were the number one re- 
bounding team in the MAC going in- 
BG was ninth. 
Through all this adversity the Fal- 
cons posted a 72-55 win with Irish 
leading the Falcons with 25 points. 
David Jenkins added 23 for BG\ 
THE WIN gives BG the top spot in 
the conference with a 7-1 record - the 
Falcons are 12-5 overall. OU drops to 
6-2 and 11-4. 
'Til tell ya," Irish, still wearing his 
patented grin, said. "I'd rather play 
in front of a crowd like that one was 
then in front of a crowd that just sits 
on its hands. It makes it more fun to 
play." 
BG point guard David Greer 
echoed Irish's sentiments. 
"OU's crowd was up to the calling 
tonight," Greer, who contibuted 
seven points and the same number of 
assists. "They called us everything 
but basketball players out there. But 
our guys played up and above every- 
thing tonight" 
Up and above is not exactly right - 
but it is close. 
The Falcons surprised every by 
outreboundlng the larger Bobcats, 35- 
27. They didn't do it Dy leaping "up 
and above" the OU big men, rather, 
they did it with strong fundamentals. 
Good positioning under the basket; 
boxing out. .and a little sweat and 
desire. 
MAC STANDINGS 
TEAM (OVERALL) W L 
BOWLING GREEN (12-5) 7 1 
Ohio (11-4) 6 2 
Miami  (9-8) 6 2 
Ball State (10-7) 4 4 
Kent State (10-7) 4 4 
N. Illinois (6-11) 3 b 
Toledo  (M) 3 b 
C. Michigan (7-10) 2 6 
E. Michigan (7-10) 3 b 
W. Michigan(4-14) 2 6 
"WE DID IT with pride. We came 
in here playing the best in the league (in rebounding)," Bill Falne, wholed 
the Falcons eight rebounds, said. "We just boxed out well and took pride in 
ourselves and what we were doing. 
Injuries hinder women swimmers; 
gain split over weekend in Illinois 
Colin, "Jenk" (Jenkins), "Jack" (La- 
mar Jackson) and myself just had to 
diga little deeper tonight/ 
The whole BG team dug a little 
deeper. But to the surprise of most 
everyone, the Falcons made - what 
was supposed to be a nail-biter - into 
what almost could be termed a blow- 
out. 
The Bobcats started out Just fine, 
taking leads of three twice in the first 
half - the last one coming at the 14:24 
mark. But Faine's three-point play 
with 10:05 left in the first stanza gave 
BG a 15-13 lead - one that they never 
relinquished. 
From that point on it was all Fal- 
cons. Led by Irish's 16 first half mark- 
ers, BG went into the lockerroom at 
halfti-ne up by three. 33-30. 
After OU reduced the lead to one 
on a Eric Hilton steal and lay-in just 
33 seconds into the second half, BG 
went on a surge. 
GREER HIT a 10-footer in the lane 
and was fouled by OU's Vic Alexan- 
der. Greer completed the three-point 
play and BG led, 35-32. Irish then 
made the first of two free throws and 
than four goals, they boast a record of 
17-1. 
All that offense has set a few play- 
ers on record-setting paces. Falcon 
captain Brian Hills (with 31 goals, 40 
assists for 71 points) is on a blistering 
pace to become the all-time leading 
scorer in CCHA and BG history. He is 
already the team's second leading 
scorer (247 points, 20 short of the 
record), fourth leading goal scorer (with 110, eight short of the record) 
and third leading assist scorer (with 
137, 18 short of the record). His 71 
points is already the eighth best per- 
formance in a season Dy a Falcon, 
with George McPhee holding the re- 
cord with 88. 
THOSE TOTALS surprisingly did 
not come at the expense of UIC Satur- 
day, as Hills rested most of the third 
period and ended with just a goal and 
an assist. 
There are two other potential re- 
cord-setting scorers on BG's team, in 
defenseman Garry Galley and goalie 
David. Galley has 14 goals so far this 
season, while the record for a de- 
fenseman is 17. 
After assisting on Wayne Wilson's 
MAC 
Faine and Jenkins added long-range 
jumpers to give the Falcons their 
biggest lead to that point, 4042. 
The Bobcats could never claw their 
way back any closer then four points. 
the rest of the night BG took ad- 
vantage of OU's cold shooting (41 per 
cent in the second half) and continued 
to stretch their lead until, with 4:14 
left, Ohio took a time out, trailing 61- 
46. Meanwhile, the now subdued 
crowd began looking for the exits. 
"Our whole team didn't play with 
the enthusiasm that was needed," OU 
coach Danny Nee said. "And they 
really pounded us on the boards. 
"They were doing everything well. 
I didn't see any flaws. They were Just 
in a flow. Jenkins was hitting his 
shots, Irish was hitting his shots, and 
Faine was hitting his shots." 
Nee may have hit the nail on the 
head. BG seemingly could do no 
wrong in winning their fifth road 
game this season in six attempts - 
especially In the second half. They 
connected on l3-of-22 shots m the 
second half for 59 per cent They 
controlled the crowd. They controlled 
goal last Friday, David has four as- 
sists this season, while the record for 
assists by a goaltender in a season 
was three. The career assists record 
for a goalie is five, and David tied that 
record last Friday. The amazing 
thing about David's point totals is that 
he has as many points if not more 
than seven players on the Illinois-Chi- 
cago traveling squad (not including 
goaltenders). 
But three players does not an offen- 
sive machine make. The story of the 
Falcon scoring is balance - a theme 
that is repeated by every player and 
coach. BG has four lines mat can do 
the Job against most teams, and six 
defensemen who can play well on the 
offensive as well as the defensive 
blueline. 
If the Falcons continue to score, the 
record book will undergo a major 
revision. If the Falcons continue to 
score as the team's goals-against 
continues to improve (BG goalies 
have allowed just 17 goals in their last 
seven games), the record book can be 
given a new bottom line - an NCAA 
championship. 
the tempo of the game. 
"I'm excited, exultant, happy," 
said BG coach John Weinert, who, 
with the win, has Joined eight other 
coaches who have won 100 games in 
the MAC. "We had a lot of people play 
very well. 
'They tried to put pressure on us 
and we just seem to play better when 
people press us. Greer is the type of 
person who just thrives on pressure. 
He has the ability to control the tempo 
of the game. That is the best tbingbi 
basketball when you can do that - and 
we did It" 
SOWIINO OMIN 71 
Greer. 3-1—7; Jenkins. 9-5—23; Taylor. J- 
1—7; Falne, 4-1—9; Irish. 8-9—25; Wad- 
dell. 0-0—0: Miller. O-O-O; Jackson. 0-1— 
I; Harmon. O-O—O: Abendroth, 0-O—0. 
TOTALS: 27-IS—72. 
OMII 
Alexander. 6-1—13: Hicks, 2-2—6: Deve- 
reoux. 3-0—6; Thomas, 7-0—14; Hlhon, *- 
0—6: Scorberry. 1-0—2; Talum. 2-0—4: 
Becvor. 0-0-0; Boron. 2-0—4. TOTALS: 
26-3—55. 
by Steven Qnlnn 
sports reporter  
An injury and an illness prevented 
Bowling Green's women's swim team 
from having a perfect weekend. 
The women had to compete without 
the services of freesty ler Amy Kindy (flu) and diver Carolyn Valencik 
(broken finger). They consequently 
lost to Mid-American Conference op- 
ponent Northern Illinois. 83-06, but 
salvaged a victory against Illinois 
-State, 94-55, in a triangular meet. 
BG's record Is now at 8-3 overall 
and 2-1 in the MAC. 
BG coach Ron Zwieriien said Va- 
lendk and Kindy could have made the 
difference but did not want to use that 
as an excuse (or losing. 
"If we had Valencik diving, we 
could have gone one-two in the one 
and three meter (BG took first and 
third). lUndy could have given us first 
in the 1800 and 900 (yard) freestyle, 
bat these are the land of things a 
coach has to accept," Zwierlein said. 
The Falcons lost the 400-yard med- 
ley relay to open the meet and gave 
NIU a 7-0 lead! It was a lead that the 
Huskies would never relinquish. 
Penny Currie and Donna Hom- 
berger brought the to 21-20 by captur- 
ing the lOOWreestyle and the 100- 
backstroke, respectively. Jeanne 
Martinek kept BG within one by win- 
ning the 300-butterfly but that was the 
closest they ever got in the entire 
meet   
JUNIOR DIVER Marcia Scodova 
continues to win since recovering 
from her knee Injury. Scodova cap- 
tured the one and three-meter diving 
cwajetlUon. Kristin Green rounded 
out BG's winnings against NIU by 
taking the 500*eeatyle. 
Zwierlein had a very positive atti- 
tode about the loss to ML 
"We had a lot of good swims," 
Zwierlein said. "The kids are starting 
to believe In themselves. We have 
been able to swim against the best of 
them all year." 
BG played catch-up the first half of 
the meet against niinios State. The 
women lost the opening four meets 
before winning the remaining 13 
events. 
It was Scodova's win in the one- 
meter diving that gave BG a perma- 
nent lead. 
Since this was a triangular meet 
(all three teams competing at the 
same time), the victories by Hom- 
berger, Scodova, Martinek, Currie. 
Alexander, and Green against NIU 
are scored as victories against Ullnlos 
State. 
Homberger spelled destruction for 
niinios. She also won the 50-huestyie, 
20&backstroke and - with the help of 
teammates Midge Hill, Beth Ricketts 
and Kim Long - won the 400-frestyle 
relay. That is the first time this sea- 
son Homberger has won all four 
events in which she has competed. 
BG gymnasts back on winning track 
by Randy Davidson 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green women's gym- 
nastics team edged Illinois last 
weekend in s home meet at Eppler 
North gym, 168.15 to 165.4, to Im- 
prove their dual meet record to 3-1 
for tile season. 
BG placed three gymnasts 
among the top five all-around per- 
formers. BG's Julie Bender took 
first all-around with a score of 
36.06, as teammates Shelley Staley (32.95) and Jill Slomsky (316) 
were fourth and fifth. 
Heidi Helmke (34.5) and Karen 
Brems (33.9) of the Fighting HUni 
finished second and third all- 
around, respectively. 
The Falcons took control of the 
meet from the start, as they filled 
three of the top five slots in the 
vault. Bender was first with s 9.1 
score: Staley took second (8.85); 
and Slomsky tied for third (8.78) 
with the U of I's Brans. Helmke 
was fifth wtth an 8.65. 
BG'S SLOMSKY, a sophomore, 
has been a consistent contributor to 
the Falcons this season. She says 
her effort in the vault last weekend 
was one of her best 
"I feei it was one of my strongest 
vaults," Slomsky said. "I was 
pleased with my performance." 
Once again, this time on the 
uneven bars, the mini's Helmke 
and Brems made their presence 
felt, by taking first (8.9) and fifth (8.2) in mat event But the Falcons' 
counterattack was highly potent, 
with Bender turning in a fine per- 
formance to take second (8.8), 
Slomsky lust behind (179) for 
third, and Laurie Garee was fourth (89). 
U OF I'S Brems edged BG's 
Bender, 8.65 to 8.6, as the gymnasts 
were one-two to the balance beam. 
Third place ended In a tie between 
Garee (BG) and Cindy Moore(UI). 
wtth each scoring 8.2. BG's Katie 
Greaser was fifth (11). 
The floor exercise was won deci- 
sively by Helmke, who scored 8.96 
for her second first-place finish of 
the meet. BG's Staley and Dawn 
Boyle both had good performances 
on the floor, earning them 8.75 and 
8.7 scores, to wrap-up second sad 
third in the event 
BG coach Charles Simpson's re- 
acted to bis team's victory wtth a 
sigh of relief. The margin of vic- 
tory for the winning teams in the 
Falcons' meets has been narrow 
for the third iwoiutine week. 
Two weekends ago, the Falcons 
lost to Kentucky by only 1.26 points. 
On Jan. 15, BG beat Kent State by 
2.3 points. And that was followed by 
leaf weekend's 175 point margin 
over the mini. 
BG's women 
Ann Arbor, Mid., for a 
gular meet tins Sunday. 
travail* 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
SOLO nrt w «a™ per eo nmlil ram •• »<r o» m.   n » i 
AccaoMMMtfr 26 to 30 MCM par In* 
CAfeVUVCTTV EVENTS bMigttM non-prom puDfc ounce KMM *e Do nMTHO ONCI lor 
tree and at ngubv reM IhereBnar 
EMMlo> alfeSnga • 2 day. t»*x« puDHaKmel 4 00 p m Friday X 4pa ■ 0 
CiniOirt tomi on ■ otalili at a* BO MOM onto*. 1M tMnralty He*. 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
FoB  1, 1BS3 
<#0 
INFORMATIONAL MEETWO 
FEB 2. 1983 » 00 PM 
ASSEMBLY ROOM.  McFALL CEN 
TEH  
sMss tOUJ lalialsrirllB Psgssnl. 
Fob ltd, 4Hi and Sth 
K Mocker Hall 
PreUme 3rd. 4lh at 7:30 tor SI .50. 
Finals 5M|II »:00 tor HOP. 
RENSW'FtUOWSHI? 
FOR SMALL CWOUPS 
MEET DURING LENT 
CAUST THOMAS MOOBE 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
•    352>5f>5 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST KEYS ON AN ORANGE BGSU 
KEY HUG I NEED THEM BADLY'" 
CALL 352 8980.  
Found Pair ol gloves in B A buttling 
Col 352 3115  
SERVICES OFFERED 
Jones Income Ton Service 
JI5 1040* mc Slate a Local 
$33-1040. A IB. am 1 credits mc 
Stale a Local 
S60-Farms. inc   Stale ft Local 
Pl> 352-1438 or 354 1507 
Hrs 7 am-9 pm    7 days a week 
Located at Beat Western 1450 E 
Wooolei, Ofc »18  
Need some typmg done'' I h do your 
typmg with only  36  hours notice 
75vpogo Col Ooobie 353 4435 
Expert Typing 
Reasonable Rates 
Cal 352 7305 alter 5pm 
Mufflers   .nslaledlo«   as   SI9 95 
Wei meet or beat any written esli 
mate   Don't pay more"1 Cal 354- 
1278 lor FREE estimate1 BG Muffler 
Center   11055 Bowing Green Rd 
TUCKER TYPtHO 
Coeegiate business, personal 
Nancy 352 0809 
5tn Year ■ Ful time service 
PERSONAL 
YOU'RE SPECIAL! 
ANGEL FLIGHT WANTS YOU 
TOHIOHT 7:00, 2SS Maw. Hall 
AOPi GARDEN RUSH PARTY    TO 
NIGHT AT 8 00 P M ALL ARE WEL 
COME'  
ADPis CREATE YOUR OWN PO 
TATO DINNER AT 5 30 P M WE0 
FEB 2 AT THE ADPi HOUSE ALL 
INTERESTED ARE WELCOME 
ALL MY CHILDREN' 
Shown daily Irom 6 30-7 30 p m 
352 5855 or 353-2715 lor doteas 
Alpha Delta PI sisters lhani lor the 
groat tat- Loeo Ins Taha'a. 
AMY  HOWELL   Congrats  on  your 
activation' Having you as my Mile has 
added an extra-special meaning lo 
Phi Mu   You're the greatest' Love. 
Karen.  
arake. Do you >noa what today la? 
Thai's right. 4 year., a great years. 
and I know the rust 4 will bo better 
than the llrst.  "You Anlmel". 
■C ON THE RADIO 
LIVE « P.M. TO 12 P.M. 
ON WFAL 0*0 AM. FEB   2 
COLLEGE STATION 
STADIUM VIEW PLAZA 
FREE ADMIT WITH BO ID 
BGSHEAs next meeting • Feb. 2 at 
7 00 p m m the Uvmg Center m the 
Home Ec    Esdg   Erections   w*  be 
haM  
BLOUSES REG S19 95 S29 95 
SALE Jtl 9S-SH.95 
JEANS N THINGS 531 RIDGE ST 
(MAN HALL-BRIAN MALL' 
IRIAN HALL-BRIAN HALL« 
■MAN HALL- HERES YOUR NAME 
IN THE PERSONALS AS I PROM- 
ISEDI CINOI SUE  
CONGRATULATIONS TO LISA 
RAMLER AND TAMI SALEM FOR 
PLEDGING KKG' Good Job SAE U 
Sale.  
CONGRATULATIONS TO JENNY 
BLUM AND DAVE CZECH ON THEIR 
LAVAUERING'   GOOD  LUCK   SAE 
LITTLE SIS'S  
CONORATULATtONSI TO KATHY 
HASTINGS AND CHUCK   HAMMER 
ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT.  
Congratulations lo Amy Bortoll and 
Chris Cooper on then recent en- 
gagement  Good luck for me future 
The Brothers o' Sigma Chi  
Data Tau Data would ska lo thank the 
Alpha Zees. Alpha Gams DZs. Chi- 
Oe. Pis Mua and OGs lor your help on 
Rush  You re Super' Joey G . Rush 
Charmen. Dells Tau Delta.  
DEXTER'S DAILY DELIVERY 
4:00 P.M. - CLOSING. 
352-4497 
DEXTER'S: DELIVERY SPECIAL 
SOO-CLOSE. SUN.. THRU WEDS 
DEXTER S TRY OUR DRIVE—THRU 
FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE  
DEXTER'S: WE BAKE 
OUR BUNS FRESH DAILY 
FIND OUT WHAT'S HAPPENING IN 
THE   OREEK   COMMUNITY-READ 
THE   OAVEL   SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 
5.  
FREE INCENSE! For your Iree sam- 
ple supply ft catalog rush a salt- 
addresses stamped long envelope 
to Oasis Incense Co. Box 4305BG. 
Kansas City. KS 5*104  
00 STATION TO STATION 
WITH WFAL (40 AM 
Live remote COLEGE STATION 
FEB. 2, STADIUM VIEW PLAZA 
B P M  12 P.M. 
FREE ADMIT WITH BG ID 
Happy Hour Hoaday Inn 
Everyday. K day MTV 
Every hhghl. Al Night 
HeertSnaped rod eat* plows 3 
sues Any mesisge embroidered 
Iree Abo monkey sock dees with red 
heart eyea and red pompoms 352- 
7988 Reaaonable Wl ship 
HELP KELLY B PAY HER PHONE 
BILL     ATTENDHER   BAKE    SALE 
STARTING FEB t  
KAPPA SrGHA 
Thanks lo al the brothers and si the 
stardusters tor your Support through 
out our pkWgtng   Special thanks to 
our pledge  educators.   Nancy and 
Lynette Mao to Ed and Jack   You 
guys are the greatest' We're looking 
forward to some great times ahead' 
Love. The Sfarduater Pledge Class 
DCXTERS: DAILY DELIVERY 
4:00 P.M. - CLOSING. 
352-4497 
LADIES C. 303 S SUMMIT Thanks 
you guys tor being the beat room 
metes You have aft b%«n a greet 
support to me I lovo ya aft Lori 
Unda Bogot Congrats on your AXO 
activation and your arvairartng to 
Tony   We must go cerebrate' Luv. 
Shelly tthe ex-talconettel  
NORTH END PIZZA ft SUBS 
352-7734 
FREE DELrvEHV AFTER 4 
OEDIPUS IS COtaSrO  
Pi Kappa and Tekee The lea on 
Friday waa reefy super Wei Get 
Physical    with you guys any time 
Love, the ADFYs  
Reach tor the Skies vrtth 
KAPPA DELTA 
Tuss. Fab. 1 - Mexican Night 
Wad. Fab. 2 - Oscar Awards 
Wad. Fab. 9 - Valentine Party 
All parties from 7-8:30 p.m. 
Please call 2-2(71 tor more 
Inlormatton on Rush or 
KAPPA DELTA 
,    DEXTER'S: WE BAKE 
OUR BUNS FRESH DAILY 
SAE (Little Sis Date Party) 
Tie Coolest Winners 
Meredith and Kris-Tackiest l» 
Tami and Dan-Best lie 
Don and George-Original tie 
Congratulations' SAE L» Srs's 
SEND THE ONES 
YOU LOVE A SPECIAL 
VALENTINE MESSAGE 
IN THE BG NEWS, FRI. FEB 11 
DEADLINE: WED. FEB. 9, 4 P.M. 
STUDENT CONSUMER UNION'S 
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING NIGHT 
TONIGHT 
7:30. 12( WEST HALL. 
ANNUAL    GUIDELINES    WILL    BE 
AVAILABLE. 
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES 
NOWIIIII 
The FLU'S wouM He* to extend a 
wsrm wotoonie to the Maters of 
Kappa Kappa Gamma. We're glad 
The sellers of Alpha Delta Pi wish lo 
welcome Kappa Kappa Gamma to 
Boosng Green , 
TOM e«JVTTO<V-Mr LONG LOST 
FRUNOI AFTER A YEAR AND HALF 
WE FOUND EACH OTHER AGAIN— 
BUT NOW WE DON'T HAVE CEDAR 
POINT TOO WORK WITH BUT BGSU 
TO PARTY WITH' I'M LOOKING 
FORWARD TO THIS SEMESTER 
AND SPENDING MORE TIME WITH 
YOUI YOUR FRIEND. LOVE—CINOI 
SUE.  
TO MY KAPPA SIGMA BIG 
BROTHER RICK. I CANT WATT TO 
PARTY WfTH YOU ITS GOING TO 
BE A GREAT YEAR' LOVE YA KRIS 
T"vMn §0B*##OM^ 
If your not getting your shirts from 
JEANS N' THINGS 
• our're probably paying too much!I 
Joans N'Things       SSI Ridge St 
want to meet 300 tun people end be 
grven e Iree T-shirt? Enter the 1983 
MOA SUPEROANCE RegietOf st Kohl 
Hat Man Desk Union Foyer or 
Phone 2-2639 tor more into 
WANTED 
Who says that Greeks can't have 
lun ft keep their grades up? 
ZETA BETA TAU 
• 1 OPA OF ALL FRATERNITIES 
Greet job. guysl Tyler 
YOU'RE SPECIAL! 
ANGEL FLIGHT WANTS YOU 
TONIGHT 7:00. MS MEM. HALL 
Bowling    Green    SUNBATHERS! 
SPRINGBREAK FLORIDA tnp to FT 
Lauderdart or KEY WEST   8 beach 
days. 7 nights lodging m fine hotels 
"on the strip"   plus nrghtty parties 
from   S125    Cal   800-368-2006 
TOLL FREE' Ask for Annette Go wrtn 
Inends or organize a smal group and 
sunbathe lor FREE' 
Al women of 4th highs Chapman 
1961 1982 REUNION Fob 3rd 
Irom 600-? Potkick and BYOU 
Rose's apl For info cal 372-2972 
HAIR UNLIMITED. 143 W WOOS- 
TER 353 3281. FEATURING PRECI 
SION HAIR CUT ONLY S9 00 
Stacy's Hair In February 1/2 OH 
Perm and Hair Relaxer Special Reg 
$24. $35. $45 values Haircut not 
included   352-5(15 
RUSH        7:30,7:30        RUSH 
THETA CHI 
Rush st -THETA CHthouse 
710 7th SI Cal lor hdM 
354 1390 or 352-3785 
RUSH        7:90.7:10        RUSH 
M RMMTE   NEEDED IMMEDt! 
3   BORM    HOUSE   $100 MO.   pkjs 
UTIL CALL 362-4QB3III 
1 F Rmfe needed tor 3 person apt. 
next Fal and Spring. Cal tor Into M 
3721421 or 3721210 JuftorJuaa 
M ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDI- 
ATELY FOR 2-MAN APT ON 
FOURTH    ST     S112/MO     PLUS 
ELEC CALL 354-1700  
Wanted Male non-smoking Qrad Stu- 
dent to share apt. 6 mar waax from 
campus, cheap and quiet. Cal Steve 
352-8442 1 or 2 F Rmtee Only pay 
otoc Rent negotiable Cal Mtchefte 
352-2114. 
HELP WANTED 
ALASKA SUMMER JOBS Good 
monaySS Parks, fisheries, wilder- 
ness resorts, logging and much 
more .''Summer Employment Guide'' 
1983 employer talrngs $4 96 
Alaaco. Box 2573. Saratoga. CA 
95070-0573 
intemstlonoi Corporation haa opening 
for 15 amrjrttoue people Average 1M 
year earnings $25,000 oka Maud- 
mum advancement opportunity. Send 
Resume to Marketing Associates 
AD ITT oot John J Keys 
228 Fulton SI Port Cftnlon. OH 
43452  
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer.year 
round, Europe, S. Amor.. Australia 
Asia All Fields $500 $1200 
monthly. Sightseeing Free Info 
Write UC Box 52 OH 3 Corona DM 
Mar. CA 92625  
Sol Christian musk: and background 
tapes al discount prices Good Com- 
mission $30 Investment tor sales kit 
includes 8 tapes 869-2248 after 
400 
Interealed  m  helping  others  while 
studying or vratchlng TV? 
Escorts are needed 
DISPATCHERS 
WALKERS 
DRIVERS 
CONTACT ESCORT SERVICE at the 
Commuter Center 2-0380. 
FOR SALE 
E Fast Alto Sax King LeMaire MINT 
condition onfy $225 00 372-0107. 
FREE PUPPIES' CHESAPEAKE ANO 
LABRADOR RETRIEVER   CALL BE 
FORE 5 00  352-7090  
5 PIECE WHITE LUDWK1 DRUM SET 
TAMA HARDWARE O.C. MOO 
 MMW  
1979 Honda Civic CVCC 
Semiautomatic 53500 
Good mftaaga      352-7829 
 AFTER 2 PM  
MOBILE HOME  12x50   1973   EX- 
CELLENT    COt«TION.    2    BED- 
ROOMS 352 6808  
Guitars and Amps Buy. Sal, Trade. 
Jim's Guxar  130 E  Wooalor 
352-8812 
PA Eojjtpment lor site of rant 
Jims Guitar  130 E  Wooater 
352-8612 
For Sale   MM Typewriter   $350 00 
or boot otter Cal 362-4880 
1978 BUCK OPEL 
GOOOCONO BOOK VALUE $1350 
ASKING $1000 352-4800 
days 866-3131 Pmftv 
FOR RENT 
•"A#««TI»Bfr•••• 
1 or 2 bdrm Various locations 
John Newtove Real Estate 
319 E Wooater St 
Cal 384-2260 or 362-6553 
rMtonoori Stuosnts 
Fufy turn, carpeted 2 bdm apt heal, 
water, cable TV included  Now rent- 
ing    tor     summer    ft    fal      1983 
$540 sem 'student  tor  4  persona: 
Lower summer rates CM Rtoh Hsms 
352-7182.  
Aval anmed!! 2 bdrm apt $225/mo 
ft utsVeaNo pets, deposit please. 
SoniFfurntshod 352-4265  
FREE months rent on our futy fur- 
nished studio apstuiieiilal Com 
pkrtety Quiet and private Plenty of 
storage Ful kitchen end bathroom 
We write our teases to fit your needa. 
Good location Ctoas to restaurants 
and stores CHARING CROSS APTS. 
1017 8. Main St. 352-0590. 
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983 
2 ft 3 bdrm Houses. 1 ft 2 bdrm acts 
EltleWncteS, tool CM 382-4265 
Now renting for 83-84 school year 
Houses and apartments Boggs Real 
Estate 352-9457. 352-3841, 354- 
1120  
4 bdrm has. 3 blocks from campus 
$400-12 mo loose $475 9 mo 
leene 354-1279 (eve or wkends ) 
Houae-Apta.-Furn. rooms PRI 
VATELY OWNED Aval sum and 
fal 9 or 12 mo lease 353-3855 
1   Bdrm   Fum   Apt   Quiet Private 
Aval Now  353 3855  
Now Renting 1 bdrm F U apts. 2 
bdrm F„ gas heel, tenant pays etec.. 
(sundry fscl aval Al residents 
granted prrvtedge ol a membership to 
me CHERRYWOOO HEALTH SPA. 
Preferred Properties Co 835 High 
SI Rental Office 352-9378 
CAMPUS MANOR Now renting for 
Summer and Fal school yr Special 
Summer Rales   Phone 362-99302 
or 352-7365 evenings. ^_^ 
LUTHER APARTMENTS 
733 MANVUIE 
2 BORM '$225. 1 BORM7S200 
382-6167  
Variety of Houses ft Apts lor 
1983-84 Cal Newlove Management 
352-5620  
124 Sixth St. 2 Bdrm. fully fum. apt. 
Renting tor 1*83-84. Call 352-6*20 
daya; 352-4966 anytime. Also renl- 
Ing for Summer IM3. Cell 352-49(6 
VILLAGE GREEN 
480 LEHMAN 
2 BOFSM/S280 362-2276 
Pembervare. 3 bdrm  newly redeco- 
rated Rant plus dsp. ft utii   Aval 
Fsb  1  Ph: 287-4036  
I BORM APT LOW UTIL . 190/MO 
NO LEASE    DEPOSIT REQUIRED 
AVAILABLE   tMMEDtATELY'   1-382- 
3110 10-5pm 
t Bdrm apt low utx 
$l90mo no lease 
deposit rsoured 
aissatli Immadtelaty 
1-382-3110 10-6 PM 
Tony Perez 
signs pact 
with Phils* 
PHII^DELPHIA (AP) -Tony Perez, 
40, Joining what is rapidly becoming 
the Pliiliidelphia Phillies' refuge for 
elderly baseball players, has signed a 
contract as a utility first baseman and 
pLrvchhitter. 
Perez rejoins former Cincinnati 
Reds teammates, Pete Rose, 41, and 
Joe Morgan. 39, who are considered 
the regular first and second basemen 
for the 1983 Phillies. 
Bill Giles, Phillies' president, an- 
nounced the signing of Perez, who 
was released after last season by the 
Boston Red Sox. 
"We are excited about Tony being 
on the Phillies," said Giles Monday, 
describing Perez as "one of the few 
dutch hitters still in the game. He 
also is a class guy who will add some 
intangibles that could be very impor- 
tant in our quest for .another 
championship." 
Giles said that with Perez, Bill 
Robinson and Greg Gross the Phillies 
would have three of the best pinchhit- 
ters in the game. 
"His .444 slugging percentage last 
year was better than many fine hit- 
ters such as Keith Hernandez, Bill 
Buckner, Chris Chambliss, Lonnie 
Smith and Ray Knight," Giles said of 
the parttime player. 
PEREZ HIT .260 for the Red Sox 
last year in 69 games as a designated 
hitter and first baseman. 
Perez played 13 seasons with the 
Reds and participated in five league 
championship series, four World Se- 
ries and was selected to seven All- 
Star games. 
Perez was traded by Cincinnati to 
Montreal after the 1976 season, where 
he played for three years before play- 
ing out his option and signing with the 
Red Sox. 
Perez ranks 26th all-time with 1,532 
RBI (second among active players), 
27th with 363 home runs, 33rd with 2,- 
416 games (fourth active), 35th in 
doubles with 468 (fourth active), and 
37th with 9,004 at bats (fourth active). 
His best vear in the majors was 1970. 
when he nit .317 with 40 home runs and 
129 RBI. 
Rose and Perez played 13 years 
together with the Reds, and Morgan 
four seasons. 
mmmmsm 
a 
• 
with special guest to be announced 
Get ready to  ROCK  THIS   1WN 
Sunday, March 20 8:00 P.M, 
.50 advance 
WEDNESDAY,FEBRUARY 2 
Tickets on sale in Grand Ballroom 
8:00 - 5:00 
concertcvent 
No food, bererage, unoking, noeru, or recording devices in Aooenon Arena 
Anderson Arena 
.50 day of show 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3 
Tickets on sale at Union Box Office 
(1st floor Union) 
9:00 - 5:00 
Finders & The Source 
